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THE EFFECTS OF HOUSING ON DAIRY COW COMFORT, IMMUNE FUNCTION, 
STRESS, PRODUCTIVITY, AND MILK QUALITY 
 
 
Mastitis and milk quality affect every dairy farmer across the globe. Sand bedded 
freestalls are the industry standard for cow comfort, welfare, and the control of 
environmental mastitis. Compost bedded packs may be a viable alternative to the sand 
bedded freestall. 
Compost bedded packs are maintained at a consistent level of moisture, nutrients, 
and aeration to favor compost microorganisms. Greater bacteria counts in bedding have 
traditionally been associated with increased mastitis rates and mastitis pathogens can be 
found in the pack and on the teats of cattle housed in even well managed compost bedded 
pack barns. Despite this, herd SCC often remains low in well managed herds.  The 
relationship between stress and comfort in the housing environment was a primary focus 
of this research. Cows housed in environments with low stress and high comfort may be 
better able to defend themselves against pathogens. Establishing changes in immune 
function in response to housing environment would improve milk quality by contributing 
to the knowledge of how mastitis-causing pathogens are contracted. 
An additional goal of this research was to determine the effect of compost bedded 
pack barns on thermoduric bacteria populations. Due to the increased temperatures 
associated with composting, thermoduric bacteria capable of surviving pasteurization are 
of potential concern in compost bedded packs. This research will investigate potential 
differences in thermoduric bacteria counts between compost bedded packs and sand bedded 
freestalls. 
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1 
CHAPTER 1. REVIEW OF LITERATURE: THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS HOUSING 
ENVIRONMENTS ON DAIRY COW MICROBIOLOGY, STRESS, AND 
IMMUNITY 
1.1 Compost Bedded Pack Barns and Thermoduric Bacteria 
Compost bedded pack barns are novel housing environments resembling 
traditional straw-bedded packs. Compost bedded pack barns are characterized by large 
bedded pack areas separated from feeding areas and predominantly bedded with sawdust 
or shavings (Barberg et al., 2007). Alternative bedding types such as wood chips, flax 
straw, wheat straw, oat hulls, 
strawdust, and soybean straw are also used (Shane et al., 2010). Through frequent tillage 
and aeration of the bedding pack, these systems actively break down organic material 
through the composting process (Barberg et al., 2007).  
 Compost bedded pack barns differ from conventional dairy housing systems in 
several ways. Compost bedded pack barns increase  manure storage capacity over a 
longer term (Petzen et al., 2009), provide more flexibility for timing of manure 
application to soils, and improved plant available nitrogen compared to other waste 
products (Galama et al., 2012). Compost bedded pack barns are also less expensive than 
industry standard freestall barns, and could potentially reduce bedding costs (Knoblauch 
and Galton, 1996, Petzen et al., 2009, Black, 2013).  
In addition to environmental and investment benefits, composting provides 
improved foot and leg health (Lobeck et al., 2011), and improved reproductive rates 
(Barberg et al., 2007). Compost bedded pack barns have become popular with dairy 
farmers in the southeastern United States and many other places around the world. The 
availability and cost of sawdust and other beddings frequently affect dairy farmers’ 
2 
choice to implement one of these systems or select a bedding type (Barberg et al., 2007, 
Eckelkamp, 2014). Generally, a lower capital investment may exist for a compost bedded 
pack barn but sawdust availability and cost affect the long-term economic implications of 
selecting these systems over alternatives. 
A potential challenge to the practicality of compost bedded pack barns is an issue 
with spore-forming bacteria (Driehuis et al., 2014). Research has identified typical 
compost bedded pack temperatures, the frequent addition of bedding, and frequent pack 
aeration as providing an ideal environment for the propagation of spore-forming bacteria. 
Thermoduric bacteria are a challenge beginning at the producer level and ending with 
final milk products (McGuiggan et al., 2002, Magnusson et al., 2007a, Zhou et al., 2008). 
Thermophilic bacteria originate from many sources including bedding, feed, soil, and 
manure, and can survive at temperatures exceeding 55°C. If these bacteria or their spores 
cannot be controlled within the housing environment, users of this system and the dairy 
industry could experience great financial losses due to milk quality pricing penalties or 
loss of milk quality premiums (Driehuis et al., 2014).  Certain spore-forming bacteria can 
survive pasteurization and any competitive inhibition from other vegetative bacteria is 
removed during the pasteurization process (Andersson et al., 1995, Holsinger et al., 
1997). This enables thermoduric bacteria to proliferate in dairy products, even in 
refrigerated products. 
Food safety and shelf life are major concerns in the dairy industry to protect 
human health and prevent financial losses. Freestalls, tie-stalls, bedded packs, dry lots, or 
pastures are industry-standard housing systems for dairy cattle because they provide 
producers with facilities to frequently handle and manage cattle. These systems also 
3 
provide relatively comfortable lying surfaces for cattle to lie. Many of these systems 
strive to reduce pathogen exposure at the teat end because this is thought to decrease 
mastitis in herds (Hogan et al., 1989). These pathogens can spread from cow-to-cow or 
from the environment to the cow. There is potential for animal to human pathogen 
transfer, but this has traditionally been prevented by rigorous product testing and 
pasteurization. 
Thermoduric bacteria represent a challenge to milk quality in the dairy industry. 
These bacteria can survive pasteurization and persist in dairy products reaching 
consumers (Christiansson et al., 1999, Zhou et al., 2008, Gleeson et al., 2013). 
Thermoduric bacteria frequently serve as spoilage organisms in various dairy products, 
causing “late blowing” of cheese products (Clostridium tyrobutyricum), “bitty cream” in 
fluid milk (Bacillus cereus), and general shelf-life reductions (Stone and Rowlands, 1952, 
Te Giffel, 1997). These bacteria can be differentiated as psychrotrophic (cold-loving), 
mesophilic (medium temperature-loving), or thermophilic (heat-loving; Gleeson et al., 
2013) .  
In the past 150 years, milk and food product safety stipulations have led to most 
milk in the industrialized world being processed and pasteurized for public safety. 
Pasteurization methods typically rely on one of three methods: low temperature long time 
pasteurization (LTLT; heating to 63°C for 30 min), high temperature short time 
pasteurization (HTST; 72°C for 15 seconds), or ultra-high temperature pasteurization 
(UHT; 135°C to 150°C for 1 to 2 seconds).  With pasteurization, the overall goal is to 
decrease the number of bacteria in milk products to levels safe for consumers (Oliver et 
al., 2005). Differences in pasteurization temperature, pressure, or other factors can 
4 
produce a more shelf-stable product. Traditional pasteurization techniques (LTLT and 
HTST) have a limited shelf life and refrigeration is required, but the same is not true for 
UHT products. Challenges to UHT products’ shelf-life have been identified in compost 
bedded pack barns utilizing previously composted bedding (Driehuis et al., 2014). 
Processing can affect milk quality by modulating milk component structure. Milk whey 
and casein fractions undergo functional changes affecting structure, digestibility (Wada 
and Lonnerdal, 2014, Qi et al., 2015), and potentially increasing allergic reactions (Roth-
Walter et al., 2008). Roth-Walter et al. (2008) showed increasing the amount of 
processing that milk undergoes (increasing temperature and homogenization) decreases 
the tertiary structural stability of whey protein. Alternative methods may exist that limit 
product quality degradations. Use of methods like pulsed electric fields may be an option 
because these methods maintain structural stability of milk components, but these 
methods incur more processing expense. Dairy product shelf-life has been improved to 
60 to 78 d with the use of pulsed electric fields in pasteurized milk (Sepulveda et al., 
2005) but this has not been widely adopted. 
Lab tests for milk quality include Somatic Cell Count (SCC), Standard Plate 
Count (SPC), Preliminary Incubation Count (PI), the Lab Pasteurized Count (LPC), and 
the Coliform Count (Table 1.1). These tests are commonly used to measure herd health, 
cow cleanliness at milking, and overall sanitation methods. Legal limits are established 
and outline standards for the SPC and coliform counts but no other legal limits are 
enforced at this level. Although legal limits exist, cooperatives and processors often 
maintain greater standards to comply with worldwide milk quality standards. These 
standards are maintained to provide greater market opportunities for dairy products. 
5 
Frequently, milk processors and cooperatives dictate the acceptable levels of these 
measures and enforce adherence by farmers with bonuses or penalties. The LPC count is 
increasingly used as a measure of milk quality and is primarily used to quantify 
thermoduric bacteria (Boor et al., 1998, Buehner et al., 2014). 
 Detection of thermoduric bacteria at the processor level has been attempted by 
many different methods such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR),  restriction fragment 
length polymorphism (RFLP), nucleic acid sequence-based amplification (NASBA), 
loop-mediated isothermal amplification, DNA microarray assay, enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA), bioluminescence, electrical impedometry, and flow 
cytometry (Mandal et al., 2011, Law et al., 2013). The detection of spores at the 
processing plant level does little to improve product quality and serves mainly to monitor 
and improve sanitation and storage methods. Improving sanitation and management at the 
farm level is vital in preventing spores from reaching the final product.   
Bacterial contamination can result from the raw product, or as a result of cross-
contamination between pasteurized and unpasteurized milk during processing (Gleeson et 
al., 2013). Thermoduric bacteria are common contaminants of pasteurized and raw milk 
(Boor et al., 1998, Bartoszewicz et al., 2008, Zhou et al., 2008). Zhou et al. (2008) 
isolated Bacillus cereus and Bacillus thuringiensis in 48% and 11%, respectively, of full 
fat milk samples obtained from store shelves. Additionally, thermoduric bacteria like 
Bacillus cereus are spoilage organisms or pathogens and can affect food safety 
(Haughton et al., 2010), specifically in dried milk powders such as infant formula 
(Becker et al., 1994, Watterson et al., 2014). Post-pasteurization contamination is a 
primary source of contamination for these products.  For example, infant formula and 
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dried milk products are also commonly associated with Enterobacter sakazakii; however, 
pasteurization should be sufficient to control these organisms and their presence is more 
associated with inadequate sanitation methods at the processor level (Iversen et al., 
2004). Because removal of these organisms from raw or pasteurized products is difficult, 
on-farm management factors may be the best control method.  
Thermoduric bacteria are passed to milk via the teat skin (Quigley et al., 2013). 
When a cow is exposed to these bacteria and their spores in the environment, they may 
infect the udder or persist on the teat skin (Magnusson et al., 2006). Dairy cattle 
frequently encounter feeds, bedding, and fecal matter in the housing environment, which 
are common on-farm contamination sources (Christiansson et al., 1999, Magnusson et al., 
2007a, Buehner et al., 2014). Teat skin contact with soil is the mode of transmission most 
associated with increased counts in raw milk (Christiansson et al., 1999, Vissers et al., 
2007). Environmental teat contaminants further highlight the importance of reducing 
environmental exposure, as well as teat cleansing methods (Christiansson et al., 1999, 
Magnusson et al., 2006). Teat cleansing methods using undried, clean towels followed by 
dry cloth for 20 seconds have been associated with a 96% reduction in spore-forming 
bacteria on teat ends; however, most conventional methods are less successful 
(Magnusson et al., 2006). 
After transference from skin to milking equipment has occurred, biofilm 
formation becomes a concern at the dairy farm level. Biofilms are a complex mixture of 
biopolymers, mostly made of polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, and humic 
substances that can shield bacteria from environmental stress or dehydration (Vu et al., 
2009). Biofilm formation should be prevented by use of sanitizer, pH, and adequate 
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wash-water temperature (Mosteller and Bishop, 1993). Sanitizers and wash procedures 
are used to control biofilm formation on farms, but failures in wash procedure can lead to 
biofilms capable of surviving future wash cycles, even with adequate wash performance. 
Biofilms can serve as a reservoir of bacteria and can be difficult to remove using ordinary 
wash procedures once they have formed (Mosteller and Bishop, 1993, Christiansson et 
al., 1999).  
 Farm management changes may also reduce the potential for contaminants to 
reach teat skin. Increased temperatures during warmer months increase thermoduric 
bacterial levels in the environment (Christiansson et al., 1999, Magnusson et al., 2007a, 
Buehner et al., 2014). Magnusson et al. (2007a) found milk, bedding, and residual water 
from equipment cleaning to have lesser spore counts per liter for cows housed in deep-
bedded sand freestalls than cows bedded with straw or sawdust. Similarly, Miller et al. 
(2015) found sand bedding to be ideal in increasing cow cleanliness and limiting the 
potential for contamination of teat skin. 
1.2 Housing Environment and Dairy Cattle Health 
 Stress can be acute and chronic (Herbert and Cohen, 1993). Acute stress, by 
definition, is short term and not always perceived as negative. The redistribution of 
biological resources in reaction to a stressor can serve a positive role for the overall 
survival of the animal. Chronic stress that is not alleviated can serve a negative role on 
the overall health and well-being of the animal. 
Stress is a common problem on dairy farms worldwide. Carroll and Forsberg 
(2007) outlined three types of stress that livestock encounter: (1) psychological; (2) 
physiological; (3) physical. Stress elicits biological responses in behavior, the 
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neuroendocrine system, the autonomic nervous system, and the immune system (Moberg 
and Mench, 2000). These stress types can be associated with decreased animal welfare, 
increased disease incidence, and decreased production. Alone, single stressors can be 
overcome by dairy cattle. Stress coming from multiple sources, such as that encountered 
peripartum, can overwhelm host defenses, resulting in infection or disease. 
1.2.1 Sources and Indicators of Stress Experienced by Dairy Cattle 
 Psychological stress is commonly induced by fear resulting from restraint, contact 
with people, or exposure to novel environments or objects (Grandin, 1997, Moberg and 
Mench, 2000, Rushen et al., 2001). Psychological stress can be increased with changes in 
the social structure of cattle (Dickson et al., 1970). Factors such as increased stocking 
density, competition at the feedbunk, and group changes can affect stress on dairy cattle 
(Grant and Albright, 2001, Huzzey et al., 2006, Fregonesi et al., 2007a). 
Age, weight, and stature are correlated with social rank of dairy cattle (Dickson et 
al., 1970). Primiparous cows commonly rank lower than multiparous cows (Krohn and 
Konggaard, 1979). The addition of new cattle to a group affects social structure and 
productivity (Nordlund et al., 2006). After cattle are added to a group, an adjustment 
period of 3 to 7 d is needed before social order is re-established (Grant and Albright, 
2001). Accordingly, housing system type may influence the expression of behaviors 
causing social stress. Miller and Wood-Gush (1991) found cattle housed in conventional 
freestall barns express more combative behaviors compared to those in open pasture 
systems, increasing the time that these cattle spent in social tension. This may implicate 
cow movement and social structure as influences on the level of psychological stress in 
confinement-type housing settings. 
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 In freestall settings, movement within barns is frequently inhibited by dominant 
cows (Miller and Wood-Gush, 1991). Submissive cows are displaced more frequently 
from freestalls, affecting cow movement (Miller and Wood-Gush, 1991). This may 
explain increases in psychological stress in conventional dairy herds where confinement 
housing is most used. Alternatives to conventional freestall housing, such as pasture or 
bedded packs provide more open space and freedom of movement. This may enable 
cattle to move more independently of one another and express natural behavior, 
decreasing psychological stress. Fregonesi and Leaver (2001) showed cattle housed in 
open straw yards with free access to food and water to increase lying time, ruminating 
time, and synchronization of herd lying behavior throughout the day versus a deep-
bedded freestall system. Cows were cleaner in the freestall system, but no significant 
differences were found in milk production, cell counts, or locomotion scores. When this 
experiment was repeated, but feed and water access was restricted to one area of the pen, 
clinical mastitis increased, resulting in production loss. This study indicates the potential 
for stress to increase disease susceptibility and decrease production. When Fregonesi and 
Leaver (2001) forced dairy cattle to compete for space to access feed or water, mastitis 
increased and production decreased. This implies that proximity of cattle to one another 
may be the primary cause of mastitis increase and not necessarily confinement housing or 
freestall housing itself.  
Acute phase proteins are blood proteins produced in the liver that help restore 
homeostasis and limit microbial growth independent of antibodies (Murata et al., 2004). 
In animals, acute phase proteins increase (positive acute phase proteins) or decrease 
(negative acute phase proteins) with infection, inflammation, surgical trauma, or stress 
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(Murata et al., 2004). Perhaps the best-known acute phase proteins for dairy cattle are the 
positive acute phase proteins, haptoglobin and serum amyloid A (Horadagoda et al., 
1999, Eckersall et al., 2001, Lomborg et al., 2008). Serum albumin is also frequently 
used and is a negative acute phase protein that decreases in response to stress (Murata et 
al., 2004).  
Biochemical markers are used to garner information about the health and well-
being of dairy cattle and can provide estimates of a cow’s physiological state. Perhaps the 
most studied period where biomarkers are utilized is the periparturient period. 
Physiological, hormonal, and environmental changes occurring during this period lead to 
immunosuppression and increased disease susceptibility. The accumulation of 
triacylglycerides and secretion of ketone bodies increases the metabolic load placed on 
transition dairy cattle. Dairy cattle enter negative energy balance around parturition, 
typically because of increased energy requirements during and after parturition, 
decreased dry matter intake, and insufficient energy intake to meet physiological and 
production requirements (Gerloff, 2000). Decreases in blood glucose can be used as a 
diagnostic tool to estimate plane of nutrition but are tied to feed intake. Although some 
energy requirement changes are specific to parturition, decreases in DMI and the inability 
of feeds to meet energy requirements can be experienced at any time during lactation, 
which could cause changes in ketone concentrations such as β-hydroxybutyrate, 
acetoacetate, or acetone. 
Blood tests, such as the Complete Blood Count provide estimates of erythrocytes, 
leukocytes, and platelets (Barger, 2003). This can be a tool to identify potential sources 
of disease affecting production. Leukocyte, or white blood cell, counts (WBC) can 
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provide information about circulating immune cells. Increases in WBC indicate 
leukocytosis and decreases indicate leukopenia (Barger, 2003). When combined with a 
differential count, estimates of specific white blood cell types can be obtained. 
In response to stress, an organism will undergo behavioral and physiological 
changes to increase the organism’s chance of survival (Tsigos and Chrousos, 2002). One 
measure of stress in dairy cattle is cortisol, which is controlled by the hypothalamic-
pituitary axis. In response to stress, the hypothalamus will secrete adrenocorticotropic 
hormone, stimulating glucocorticoid secretion from the adrenal cortex (Tsigos and 
Chrousos, 2002). Glucocorticoids are immunosuppressants with effects on wound 
healing, leukocyte recruitment to areas of infection, and antigen recognition. 
Glucocorticoids are associated with decreased pro-inflammatory cytokines (i.e. TNF-α, 
IL-1, IL-6, etc.) and increased anti-inflammatory cytokines (i.e. IL-10) when associated 
with chronic stress (Bethin et al., 2000). Glucocorticoids down-regulate L-selectin and 
CD18 adhesion molecules on blood neutrophils (Burton et al., 1995). Glucocorticoids 
decrease the chemotaxis of leukocytes to areas of infection and inhibit phagocytosis by 
binding surface receptors on leukocytes. This effectively hinders the production of 
proinflammatory cytokines that stimulate the trafficking of leukocytes to areas of 
infection. This hinders the body’s ability to mount an effective immune response. To 
compound this effect, phagocytosis performance and effectiveness are hindered. 
Increases in estradiol and growth hormone in combination with glucocorticoids have also 
been shown to coincide with decreases in lymphocyte responsiveness. In the mammary 
gland, the ratio of CD4+ to CD8+ T-cells has been shown to decrease, but this response 
is not seen in peripheral blood. Specifically, CD8+ T-cells have a greater population in 
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comparison to CD4+ T-cells but are also less effective and less responsive to mitogen. 
Additionally, overall T-cell regulation and the immune response are suppressed because 
suppressor T-cell populations increase and IL-10 production is increased, downregulating 
the immune system (Moore et al., 2001). Glucocorticoids also affect hepatic function, 
leading to the growth of hepatocellular carcinomas, up-regulation of Fas antigen on 
hepatocytes, production of interleukin-6 (IL-6), production of Tumor Necrosis Factor-
Alpha (TNFα) , and the expansion of local Natural Killer T-Cells (Chida et al., 2006).  
 Physical stress is associated with hunger, thirst, fatigue, injury, or thermal 
extremes (Grandin, 1997, Carroll and Forsberg, 2007). As previously mentioned, 
movements through pens may be influenced by social rank (Miller and Wood-Gush, 
1991). This restriction in movement may lead to decreases in feeding and drinking 
behaviors in dairy cattle. Agonistic behaviors, such as those encountered by lower social 
rank cows, may also increase the potential for injury. 
1.2.2 Compost Bedded Pack Barns and the Immune Response 
 Increased bacterial counts in bedding are associated with mastitis infections in 
dairy cattle (Hogan et al., 1989). In many cases, mastitis-causing pathogens are present in 
bedded packs on which dairy cattle lie (Black et al., 2014, Eckelkamp, 2014). Changes in 
ambient temperature, pack moisture, and carbon to nitrogen ratios can quickly inhibit the 
composting process, affecting cow cleanliness and SCC challenges (Black et al., 2014, 
Eckelkamp, 2014). Despite these potential challenges, herds using sand bedded freestall 
barns or compost bedded pack barns have no difference in somatic cell counts 
(Eckelkamp, 2014).  
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 Lameness is an additional mechanism for physical stress. O'Driscoll et al. (2015) 
showed that in comparison to sound cows, lame cows had significantly greater 
concentrations of IL-1α, IL-1β, CXCL8, and IL-10. Housing systems can affect foot and 
leg health. Flooring type influences lying and standing behavior of dairy cattle and softer 
flooring is preferred to bare concrete in housing systems (Fregonesi et al., 2004, Tucker 
et al., 2006, Cook and Nordlund, 2009). In confinement systems, cows are encouraged to 
reduce the time spent standing in order to reduce foot and leg stress, thereby decreasing 
lameness risk (Cook and Nordlund, 2009). Deep bedded systems provide more comfort 
for dairy cows and encourage these lying behaviors (Tucker et al., 2003). Similarly, cows 
housed on concrete flooring prefer standing on cushioned mattress over alleyways 
(Tucker et al., 2003). In compost bedded pack barns, fewer places exist where cows stand 
on concrete. Coincidentally, compost bedded pack barns experience better foot and leg 
health than conventional housing (Lobeck et al., 2011). 
1.3 Conclusions 
The composting process in compost bedded pack barns may increase thermoduric 
bacteria in milk coming from these housing systems. These increases may correlate to 
increases in thermoduric bacteria found in milk produced on these farms, but many 
factors can affect microbial populations reaching bulk tank milk besides bedding 
populations. Udder contact with compost bedding may be correlated to increases in 
thermoduric bacteria but deep bedding may improve cow health. The decreases in stress 
provided by the utilization of deep bedding and an open-housing format may explain 
similar health performance between compost bedded pack barns and sand bedded 
freestalls but more research is needed.
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Table 1.1. Common tests used to evaluate raw milk quality from dairy farms in the 
United States. 
Milk Quality 
Test 
Procedure 
Description 
Limit Desired Estimate 
Somatic Cell 
Count 
(SCC) 
Flow cytometry to 
determine somatic 
cells per mL 
750,000 cells/mL 
(regulatory limit)1 
Udder infection status of 
a dairy herd 
Standard Plate 
Count 
(SPC) 
Milk samples 
plated on Plate 
Count Agar and 
incubation at 32°C 
100,000 cfu/mL 
(regulatory limit)1 
< 5,000 cfu/mL 
(suggested limit) 
Total number of viable 
aerobic bacteria present 
in raw milk 
Preliminary 
Incubation 
Count 
(PIC) 
Milk samples 
plated on Plate 
Count Agar and 
incubation at 
12.8°C for 18 h 
followed by SPC 
methods 
< 10,000 cfu/mL 
 
Number of 
psychrotrophic, or cold-
loving, bacteria in milk 
Coliform Count 
Milk samples 
plated on 
MacConkey Agar 
or Violet Red Bile 
Agar and incubated 
at 32°C for 48 h 
< 50 cfu/mL 
Number of bacteria that 
originate from manure or 
a contaminated 
environment 
Lab Pasteurized 
Count 
(LPC) 
Milk samples 
heated to 63°C for 
30 min, then plated 
using SPC methods 
< 100 cfu/mL 
Thermoduric bacteria 
capable of surviving 
common batch 
pasteurization 
techniques 
1Indicates regulatory limit stipulated for Grade A milk by the United States Pasteurized 
Milk Ordinance. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE EFFECTS OF COMPOST OR SAND BEDDING ON MILK, TEAT 
SKIN, AND BEDDING THERMODURIC BACTERIA 
2.1 Introduction 
Compost bedded pack barns are novel dairy housing environments resembling 
traditional straw-bedded packs. Compost bedded pack barns are characterized by large 
bedded pack areas typically separated from feeding areas and predominantly bedded with 
sawdust or shavings (Barberg et al., 2007). Alternative bedding types exist and include 
wood chips, flax straw, wheat straw, oat hulls, strawdust, and soybean straw (Shane et al., 
2010). Regardless of bedding type, compost bedded pack barns are characterized by 
frequent tillage and aeration of the bedding pack, and composting of organic material 
(Barberg et al., 2007).  
A potential challenge to the practicality of this system is thermoduric spore-
forming bacteria. Driehuis et al. (2014) found extreme thermophiles capable of surviving 
pasteurization to be of concern when previously composted materials were utilized as a 
bedding source on Dutch dairy farms. Driehuis et al. (2014) also observed an increase in 
thermoduric bacteria produced in compost bedded pack barns. Thermoduric bacteria may 
represent a challenge to milk quality in the dairy industry because of their ability to 
survive pasteurization and persist in dairy products reaching consumers (Christiansson et 
al., 1999, Zhou et al., 2008, Gleeson et al., 2013). Thermoduric bacteria are common 
contaminants of pasteurized and raw milk (Boor et al., 1998, Bartoszewicz et al., 2008, 
Zhou et al., 2008), frequently serve as spoilage pathogens in various dairy products, and 
can cause causing “late blowing” of cheese products, “bitty cream” in fluid milk, or 
general shelf-life reductions (Stone and Rowlands, 1952, Te Giffel, 1997). Many 
thermoduric bacteria, such as Bacillus cereus, can serve as spoilage pathogens and affect 
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food safety (Haughton et al., 2010), specifically in dried milk powders such as infant 
formula (Becker et al., 1994). 
These bacteria can be differentiated as psychrophilic (cold-loving), mesophilic 
(medium temperature-loving), or thermophilic (heat-loving) (Gleeson et al., 2013). 
Thermoduric bacteria are a challenge beginning at the producer level and ending with 
final milk products (McGuiggan et al., 2002, Magnusson et al., 2007a, Zhou et al., 2008). 
Because removing these organisms from raw or pasteurized products is difficult, on-farm 
management factors may be a better control method.   
Thermoduric bacteria contamination is common in the environment of dairy cows 
(Christiansson et al., 1999, Magnusson et al., 2007a, Buehner et al., 2014). Thermoduric 
bacteria originate from sources like bedding, feed, soil, and manure, and can survive 
incubation temperatures exceeding 55°C. Thermoduric bacterial species are primarily 
transferred to milk from the teat skin (Quigley et al., 2013). Teat skin contact with soil is 
the mode of transmission most associated with increased counts in raw milk 
(Christiansson et al., 1999, Vissers et al., 2007), but feeds, bedding, and fecal matter 
(Christiansson et al., 1999, Magnusson et al., 2007b, Buehner et al., 2014) are also 
common sources. Increases in thermoduric bacteria in the environment may be observed, 
especially in warmer months (Christiansson et al., 1999, Magnusson et al., 2007a, 
Buehner et al., 2014). Environmental teat contaminants further highlight the importance 
of reducing environmental exposure and using proper teat cleansing methods 
(Christiansson et al., 1999, Magnusson et al., 2006). Magnusson et al. (2007a) found 
milk, bedding, and residual water from equipment cleaning to have fewer spore counts 
per liter for cows housed in deep-bedded sand freestalls than cows bedded with straw or 
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sawdust. Similarly, Miller et al. (2015) found sand bedding to be ideal for increasing cow 
cleanliness and limiting the potential for contamination of teat skin.  
 The primary objective of this study was to determine if differences in thermoduric 
milk bacteria existed between cows housed in compost bedded pack barns or sand bedded 
freestalls and to identify common thermoduric bacteria species in each housing type. The 
counts from bedding and teat swab samples were also measured to determine if 
differences in bedding or teat skin thermoduric bacteria contamination existed between 
these housing systems. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
 To be enrolled in the study, farms housing milking cows in compost bedded pack 
(CBP; n = 10) or sand bedded freestalls (SBF; n = 10) barns were required to house all 
lactating cows entirely in the respective housing systems for the duration of the study. 
Farms allowing lactating cows access to pasture or with more than one housing type for 
lactating cattle were excluded. Compost bedded pack barns were required to use organic 
bedding materials stirred a minimum of once per day. Sand bedded freestall herds were 
required to house cows in freestalls deep-bedded with fresh, virgin sand. Sand bedded 
freestall farms using recycled or reclaimed sand were excluded. Dairy farmers were 
contacted to ensure compliance with study requirements. Compliant herds were visited 
twice, once in the winter (December 2016 to March 2017) and once in the summer (June 
to September 2017) seasons. Historic milk production and quality was established using 
records collected from cooperatives and DHIA testing and a brief questionnaire was used 
to determine farmers’ bedding management strategies. 
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2.2.1 Sample Collection 
A sampling method similar to Black (2013) and Eckelkamp (2014) was adopted 
in the current study. On each farm, fresh bedding samples were collected from 
representative sites on the interior and exterior of bedding piles using a 118.3 cm3 
measuring cup. Duplicate samples were collected from each site into sealable plastic bags 
to create two composite samples for each farm. In CBP herds, used bedding samples were 
collected from the surface of nine evenly distributed sites on each pack. Each divided 
section of pack was measured using a tape measure and the number of cows housed there 
recorded to determine stocking density (calculated as the number of cows per 0.3 m2). 
This process was replicated for every separated pen or barn in which cows were housed 
on each farm. Each separate section of pack was divided into 9 equal sections. Bedding 
and temperature samples were collected from the middle of each section. Compost 
bedding samples were collected using a 118.3 cm3 measuring cup and samples were 
collected in a single, sealable plastic bag to create a composite sample for each farm. 
Temperature was sampled at surface, 10.2 cm depth, and 20.3 cm depth from the center 
of each section using an infrared thermometer and immersion temperature probe (Fluke 
Infrared Thermometer 561 and 80PK-22 Immersion Temperature Probe; Fluke 
Corporation, Everett, WA). Air temperature, relative humidity, and max wind speed were 
recorded using a Kestrel Weather Meter (Kestrel 5500, Kestrel Meters, Minneapolis, 
MN) to determine ambient weather conditions above each sampled site. Bedding type, 
time since last bedding addition, tillage implement, tilling frequency, and time since last 
bedding removal were also recorded. 
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Used bedding sampling procedures were similar between CBP and SBF barns. 
Stalls were quantified and 10% of stalls were randomly selected in each lactating cow 
group and pen. Stalls were sampled from the center of the back one-third. Surface 
bedding samples were collected using a 118.3 cm3 measuring cup. Sand bedding samples 
were also collected into a common plastic bag to create a composite herd sample. Surface 
temperature was collected from the same point. Air temperature, relative humidity, and 
max wind speed were recorded using a Kestrel Weather Meter (Kestrel 5500, Kestrel 
Meters, Minneapolis, MN) to determine ambient weather conditions above each sampled 
stall. The number of lactating cows and number of stalls were calculated to determine the 
stocking density of each pen. Stall grooming frequency and time since last bedding 
addition were recorded. 
 For both CBP and SBF herds, teat swabs were collected from 10 cows on each 
farm at each visit. Cows were randomly selected using a random number generator from 
each herd based on the order which they entered the milking parlor. To account for the 
effects of teat preparatory procedures on thermoduric bacteria, two samples were 
collected. A teat swab sample was taken for each selected cow before pre-milking teat 
preparation procedures, and another swab of the adjacent teat of that same cow was taken 
after pre-milking teat preparation procedures were completed, following Rowbotham and 
Ruegg (2016). Before preparation practices began, a single 12-ply 10.2 x 10.2 cm cotton 
gauze pad moistened with peptone buffer solution was passed from base to apex of the 
selected teat. The swab was then passed across the teat apex three times. Teat swabs from 
individual cows were combined in a common plastic bag for each farm, providing a 
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single composite pre-preparation sample per farm. This same process was repeated 
following teat preparation methods, before milking units were attached. 
Teat dip type (pre and post) and pre-dip contact time (time from pre-dipping to 
drying with a towel) were recorded for all sampled cows on each farm. Udder preparation 
procedures, towel usage (cows prepped with a single towel), and towel type (cloth or 
paper), were recorded. At this same time, udders from all sampled cows were scored on a 
1 to 4 scale for hygiene using a scoring system previously described by Schreiner and 
Ruegg (2002). Score 1 udders were considered free of dirt, score 2 udders were 
considered slightly dirty with 2 to 10% coverage, score 3 udders were considered 
moderately covered with dirt or manure with 10 to 30% coverage, and score 4 udders 
were considered covered with caked on dirt or manure with greater than 30% coverage. 
Milk samples were collected from the bulk tank of each farm to comply with 
generally accepted practices of sampling bulk tank milk. Before sampling, tanks were 
agitated for a minimum of 5 min. Bulk tank milk samples were collected from the top of 
each bulk tank using a sanitized stainless-steel dipper (B01201WA Dipper; Nasco, Fort 
Atkinson, WI). Samples were placed in a sterile 45 mL screw cap sample tube stored 
upright for transport. Following sample collection, all samples (bedding, teat swabs, and 
milk) were immediately placed in an ice-filled cooler and transported to the University of 
Kentucky Food Microbiology Lab. Samples were stored at -20°C until laboratory 
procedures were performed. Duplicate fresh and used bedding samples were sent to the 
Regulatory Services Lab at the University of Kentucky for moisture, organic matter, 
water pH, buffer pH, and nutrient analysis.  
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2.2.2 Lab Methods 
 Bedding and teat swab samples were removed from freezers and placed on lab 
benchtops until completely thawed. Bedding samples were mixed thoroughly by hand 
after thawing. A 10-g sample was added to 90 mL peptone buffer solution in a 
permeable, double-sided stomacher bag. Each farm’s composite swab samples were 
transferred to semi-permeable double-sided stomacher bags and peptone buffer solution 
added to reach a 1/10 dilution factor by swab weight. Bedding and teat swab samples 
were mixed by hand for 2 minutes. After mixing, two 6 mL samples were removed from 
stomacher bags, added to a labeled sterile 30 mL test tube, and then capped. A third 7 ml 
sample was pipetted to a sterile sealed stainless-steel apparatus equipped with an in-
dwelling thermocouple for processing. Milk samples were thawed in test tube racks on 
the lab benchtop. Samples were inverted several times to mix and two 6 ml samples 
pipetted into capped, 30 mL sterile test tubes. A third 7 ml milk sample was pipetted to a 
sterile stainless-steel apparatus in the same method used for bedding and teat swab 
samples. 
To simulate industry-standard pasteurization techniques, capped test tubes with 
milk samples were placed in a shaking water bath and heated to 63°C for 30 min to 
simulate low temperature long time batch pasteurization, or 72°C for 15 seconds to 
simulate high temperature short time pasteurization. To simulate ultra-high temperature 
pasteurization, sealed stainless-steel vials were placed in a covered sand bath and heated 
to 135°C for 2 seconds. For all pasteurizations, timing steps commenced when samples 
reached the necessary temperature and the time needed to reach necessary temperatures 
was not included in the total time. After reaching the necessary pasteurization 
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temperatures and time combination, samples were immediately cooled in ice baths and 
kept chilled until plated. 
Duplicate 50 μL aliquots of pasteurized sample were plated onto Plate Count 
Agar (PCA) using a spiral plater (Eddy Jet 2; IUL, S.A., Barcelona, Spain). This process 
was replicated three times for each sample and duplicate plates were incubated at 4°C, 
37°C, and 55°C. Samples incubated at 4°C were read after 10 days of incubation. 
Bedding and teat swab samples incubated at 37°C and 55°C were read after 24 h of 
incubation to prevent overgrowth of plates. All milk samples incubated at 37°C and 55°C 
were incubated for 48 h total. All plates were read using a Flash & Go Automatic Colony 
Counter (IUL, S.A., Barcelona, Spain). Each combination of pasteurization and 
incubation was considered a separate treatment for each sample. Treatments for 63°C 
pasteurization were psychrophiles (p63_i4), mesophiles (p63_i37), and thermophiles 
(p63_i55). Treatments for 72°C pasteurization were psychrophiles (p72_i4), mesophiles 
(p72_i37), and thermophiles (p72_i55). Treatments for 135°C pasteurization were 
psychrophiles (p135_i4), mesophiles (p135_i37), and thermophiles (p135_i55). 
To account for low CFU potential in milk samples, 1 mL of pasteurized milk from 
each sample and pasteurization level was pipetted to three duplicate test tubes, each 
containing 9 ml Brain Heart Infusion Broth (BHI) enrichment broth. Incubation took 
place alongside each treatment of plated milk samples. Following each incubation period, 
flamed loops were used to collect a 0.01 mL from each tube and were plated on PCA tri-
plates. Inoculated tri-plates were incubated at 37°C or 55°C for 48 h and 4°C for 10 d. 
Growth on tri-plates was used to determine growth of organisms where counts were too 
low to be detected using standard plating methods. Milk culture plates and enrichment 
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media inoculated tri-plates were used for bacterial identification. Representative and 
morphologically unique colonies were transferred to BHI enrichment tubes, and 
incubated for 24 h at 37°C. Enriched samples were heat fixed to slides and gram stained. 
A second plating was performed for isolation. Morphologically unique isolates from all 
plates were chosen to obtain samples within each housing type. Isolates were selected and 
placed in BHI broth, incubated again at the same temperature for the same amount of 
time, and were identified using a Vitek® 2 (bioMerieux Vitek, Hazelwood, MO, USA).  
2.2.3 Statistical Analysis  
 A test was performed to determine the number of farms necessary to achieve 
sufficient power and 16 farms (8 from each housing type) were required to achieve 80% 
power (1-β) at a significance level (α) of 0.05. Twenty farms were enrolled at study 
commencement. Following the winter sampling, one compost herd was excluded from 
the summer sampling because the farm was no longer in business. The winter sampling 
from this herd was still included in the final analysis. Sampled herds were located in 
Illinois (2 herds), Indiana (1 herd), Kentucky (16 herds), and Tennessee (1 herd). 
Descriptive statistics were generated for ambient weather conditions by season in 
each barn and nutrient analyses using the MEANS procedure of SAS version 9.3 (Cary, 
NC). Counts from each pasteurization and incubation treatment combination (three 
pasteurization and 3 incubation temperatures, making 9 different treatments) were treated 
as dependent variables in separate linear models (GLM Procedure of SAS). This was 
performed for milk, teat swabs (before and after teat preparation procedures and a 
difference of after preparation from before preparation), and bedding (fresh and used 
bedding) samples. Housing type and season were considered independent variables in 
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each model. The interaction of housing type and season was included or removed based 
on significance (P < 0.05). 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Descriptive Statistics 
Farm production descriptive statistics are in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. Mean herd 
sizes were larger for herds with CBP barns than SBF barns. Larger sand herds are more 
representative of the US dairy industry, but these herds typically implement sand 
reclamation systems and were ineligible for this study. Production, bulk tank milk 
temperature, teat dip contact time, towels used per cow, and udder hygiene were 
comparable between housing environments. Average somatic cell scores were greater in 
farms using CBP. Compost bedded pack herds were more overstocked than SBF herds. 
For both housing types, stocking density was greater in summer months compared to 
winter months. Barn ambient temperatures, relative humidity, and wind speed values 
were greater in CBP than SBF. All temperature values were less in winter compared to 
summer values. Pack temperature increased as pack depth increased, with summer 
temperatures being greater. Temperature samples were not collected from depths beyond 
surface level from sand bedding. Surface temperatures were comparable between CBP 
and SBF. Barn wind speed was greater in CBP barns than SBF barns. 
 Organic matter, moisture, and nutrient analysis information are in Table 2.3a-b 
and Table 2.4a-b. Fresh bedding and used bedding in CBP herds had more organic matter 
due to the use of sawdust and wood shavings. Similarly, moisture content was also 
greater in bedding for CBP herds. Previous studies report C:N ratios ranging between 
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13:1 and 43:1 (Petzen et al., 2009, Shane et al., 2010, Black et al., 2014, Eckelkamp, 
2014). Carbon to Nitrogen ratios were greatest in winter for both CBP and SBF herds. 
Nitrogen values for all herds were low. Water pH was more acidic in fresh sawdust than 
fresh sand bedding; this trend was reversed with used bedding. Overall, CBP and SBF 
values were similar to Eckelkamp (2014). 
2.3.2 Milk Bacteria Counts 
Least-squares means of milk aerobic bacteria counts are in Table 2.5. The 
interaction of bedding type and season was non-significant for all milk bacteria count 
models and was removed from all models. No growth was observed in the p72_i4, 
p135_i4, and the p135_i55 treatments, so no statistical tests were performed. 
Refrigeration incubation counts were all non-significant and minor but farms with 
compost or sand bedding had traditional LPC’s (p63_i37) greater than recommended 
industry standards; however, no significant differences were observed by housing type. In 
a previous study, differences were observed in pasteurization treatments, especially in 
housing using previously composted bedding material (Driehuis et al., 2014). Fresh 
sawdust was used as the base bedding across all CBPs in the current study, which may 
explain the lack of differences between bedding types.  
Significant differences by season were observed for mesophilic bacteria within 
each pasteurization treatment.  For p63_i37 and p72_i37 treatments, bacteria counts were 
greater in summer than winter. In the p135_i37 treatment, winter bacteria counts were 
greater than summer. Irregular seasonal differences may be attributable to 
uncharacteristically warm weather during the winter collection period.  
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Driehuis et al. (2014) identified a potential problem with thermotolerant bacteria 
in compost barns. Methods differed in the current study. Driehuis et al. (2014) used a 
maximum temperature of 120°C for 30 min to identify extreme thermophilic aerobic 
spore-formers. Methods mimicking actual industry processing procedures were used in 
the current study. Three of the common processing temperature time combinations were 
used to evaluate bacteria surviving pasteurization. The methods utilized in this study 
provide a better indication of bacteria types and quantities reaching final products than 
previously conducted studies. 
2.3.3 Fresh Bedding Bacteria Counts 
Least-squares means of fresh bedding aerobic bacteria counts are in Table 2.6. 
Differences in bacteria counts from fresh bedding were observed in the 63°C and 72°C 
pasteurization treatments for both the 37°C and 55°C incubations. No significant 
differences were observed in the 135°C treatments by bedding types or season. 
Significant housing type by season interactions were observed in p63_i37, p63_i55, 
p72_i37, and p72_i55 treatments. Pasteurization at lower temperatures may have been 
less effective in reducing thermoduric bacteria counts than pasteurization at 135°, 
especially in samples with greater bedding bacteria concentrations; however, standard 
plate counts were not collected in this study to determine this. 
Only one significant difference was observed by season. In the p72_i55 treatment, 
winter samples yielded more thermoduric bacteria and contributing factors to this are not 
yet fully understood.  
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2.3.4 Used Bedding Bacteria Counts 
 Least-squares means of used bedding aerobic bacteria counts are in Table 2.7. 
Significant differences by housing were found in all but p63_i4, p135_i37, and p135_i55 
treatments. No growth was observed in the p135_i4 treatment so no statistical tests were 
performed. A significant housing by season interaction was observed for the p72_i4 
treatment. Treatments with significant differences between housing groups had greater 
counts in CBP except at refrigeration temperatures in which sand bedding contained 
greater counts. Due to the heat produced in compost, ambient temperature fluctuations 
may have had less effect on the overall bedding bacteria population, leading to less 
selection for psychrophilic bacteria in compost bedding. Sand bedding may have been 
more influenced by cooler temperatures and allowed for the positive selection of 
thermoduric psychrophiles in these environments. 
Significant differences by season were observed in the p63_i4, p63_i55, p72_i4, 
and p72_i37 treatments. This was most likely due to the increased temperatures 
associated with the summer, mesophilic and thermophilic bacteria were present in greater 
numbers across the summer sampling. Treatments with significant differences by season 
tended to have greater counts in summer for 37°C and 55°C incubations for both the 
63°C and 72°C pasteurizations, but winter had greater counts in these treatments for 4°C 
incubations. Similar to the summer samples, having greater temperatures, lower ambient 
temperatures for winter samples may select for thermoduric psychrophiles and may 
explain the significant differences by season observed in bedding counts for these groups. 
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2.3.5 Pre-Preparation Teat Swabs 
Least-squares means of pre-preparation teat swab aerobic bacteria counts are in 
Table 2.8. A significant bedding type by season interaction occurred in the p135_i37 
treatment. A significant difference by bedding type occurred only in the p63_i55 
treatment in which compost bedding contained a greater thermoduric bacteria count. This 
population represents thermoduric thermophiles and may indicate more bacteria capable 
of surviving pasteurization and proliferating at greater temperatures being present on teat 
skin in the compost bedding group. 
Significant differences by season were observed in all but the p63_i37, p72_i37, 
and p72_i55 treatments. Seasonal effects of samples pasteurized at 63°C or 72°C, then 
incubated at 37°C or 55°C, respectively, had greater counts in summer. Winter samples 
had greater counts for pasteurization at 135°C or incubation temperatures at 4°C across 
treatments. The warmer or colder months of the year may have selected for thermophiles 
or psychrophiles, respectively, and may explain the significant differences by season 
observed in bedding counts for these groups. 
2.3.6 Post-Preparation Teat Swabs 
Least-squares means of post-preparation teat swab aerobic bacteria counts are in 
Table 2.9. No growth was observed in any of the 4°C temperature incubations or the 
p135_i55 treatment and no statistical tests were performed. A significant housing type by 
season interaction was observed for the p63_i55 treatment. Significant differences by 
housing type were found in p63_i55 and p72_i55 treatments. This trend only occurred in 
pre-preparation teat swabs at p63_i55 and was not observed in bulk tank milk samples. 
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Driehuis et al. (2014) observed a similar trend in milk but teat swabs were not collected 
in that study.  
A significant difference by season was observed in the p72_i37 treatment but all 
other treatments were non-significant. Across all sample types, summer samples were 
frequently had more thermoduric bacteria. Pre-preparation teat swabs were significantly 
different between seasons across several treatments, but this trend did not continue after 
teat preparation. The absence of differences across multiple treatments in the post-teat 
preparation teat swabs indicates teat preparation largely negated this effect. Differences 
in milk across seasons would contradict this; but counts were substantially lower in milk 
than in teat swabs. Additionally, efficacy of sanitation methods was not considered in this 
study due to the highly variable nature of these methods between farms. Magnusson et al. 
(2007a) found residual water from equipment cleaning to have fewer spore counts per 
liter for cows housed in deep-bedded sand freestalls than cows bedded with straw or 
sawdust. Sanitation could play a role in forming biofilms in milking equipment and could 
lead to differences in bulk tank milk thermoduric bacteria populations, but no differences 
were observed in bulk tank milk by housing type in this study.  
2.3.7 Teat Preparation Efficacy in Removing Thermoduric Bacteria 
Least-squares means of the calculated difference between pre and post-
preparation teat swabs are in Table 2.10. The interaction of housing type and season was 
significant for p63_i55, p72_i37, and p135_i37 treatments. No significant differences 
were found by housing type. This indicates farms using CBP and SBF barns to not differ 
in parlor preparation efficacy. 
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Significant differences by season occurred in all treatments except p63_i37, 
p72_i55, and p135_i55. Winter samples had greater count differences for 4°C counts than 
summer samples but count difference trends in 37°C and 55°C were not consistent by 
season across the other treatments. Differences in thermoduric thermophiles were 
significantly greater in winter for the p135_i55 treatment. Few studies have identified 
thermoduric bacteria surviving at temperatures exceeding 120°C so the reason behind this 
finding is not apparent. 
2.3.8 Milk Thermoduric Bacteria Species Identification 
 Bacteria species were isolated from randomly selected milk culture plates within 
each housing type. In milk produced from cows housed in CBP barns, Bacillus 
licheniformis, Bacillus spp. (unable to be differentiated), Lactococcus lactis ssp. 
cremoris, and Paenibacillus spp. (unable to be differentiated) were identified. In milk 
produced from cows housed in SBF barns, Bacillus licheniformis, Bacillus pumilus, 
Bacillus spp. (unable to be differentiated), Brevibacillus borstelensis, Gemella spp. 
(unable to be differentiated), Geobacillus toebii, Leuconostoc mesenteroides ssp. 
cremoris, and Paenibacillus polymyxa were identified. Bacteria isolation from CBP has 
been limited to common pathogens in dairy cattle (Black et al., 2014); however, this is 
the first that thermoduric bacteria species from milk have been identified from cows 
housed on either compost or sand bedding. 
 For CBP barns, most work has focused on common bacterial causes of mastitis. 
Coliforms, Staphylococci, Streptococci, and Bacillus spp. dominate this group (Godden et 
al., 2008, Shane et al., 2010, Black et al., 2014). Research into dominant bacteria 
populations in traditional compost piles (once they enter the thermophilic composting 
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stage) indicates bacteria like Bacillus sterothermophilus, Bacillus circulans, and Bacillus 
subtilis increase in number (Sylvia et al., 2005). In the current study, a similar trend was 
observed with Bacillus spp. being among the most common isolates from milk; however, 
this trend also was observed in milk produced from cows housed on sand bedding and no 
significant differences in thermoduric bacteria counts were observed in milk by housing 
type. Moreover, little is known regarding each of the species of bacteria and their 
potential to cause spoilage in dairy products.  
Other thermoduric bacteria beyond those observed in the current study exist and 
more research is necessary to determine their presence in compost bedded pack barns. 
Anaerobic conditions can develop at lower horizons in compost bedded packs where less 
oxygen is available (Sylvia et al., 2005). This study only examined aerobic bacteria, but 
anaerobic bacteria like Clostridium tyrobutyricum are common contaminants in milk and 
can cause defects in cheese products (Stone and Rowlands, 1952). Future research should 
investigate anaerobic thermoduric bacteria populations in bedding or milk and their 
potential to affect milk quality. 
2.4 Conclusions 
The primary objective for this study was to determine if milk originating from 
farms with cows housed on compost bedded packs had significantly more thermoduric 
aerobic bacteria than milk originating from cows housed on sand bedded freestalls. No 
significant differences were found in milk aerobic thermoduric bacteria content between 
the two housing types. Significant differences were found between housing types in 
bedding thermoduric bacteria content, with greater counts being obtained from compost 
bedded pack barn herds. There were more thermoduric thermophiles in both pre and post 
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teat preparation teat swabs from cows housed on compost bedded pack barns, but this 
trend did not extend into bulk tank milk. Future research should focus on anaerobic 
thermoduric bacteria, as this population of bacteria was not observed in this study. 
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Table 2.1. Production and milk quality descriptive statistics for herds sampled in a 
housing study comparing thermoduric bacteria in compost bedded pack (CBP) barns (n = 
10) and sand bedded freestall (SBF) barns (n = 10). 
Variable Housing Type Mean SD Max Min 
Herd size1 
CBP 192.3 171.4 566.0 40.0 
SBF 155.8 75.4 208.0 86.1 
RHA1 (kg) 
CBP 
1090
8.5 
1995.
1 
12678
.8 
6164.
3 
SBF 
1103
1.0 
1325.
2 
13205
.0 
8667.
2 
Fat (%)1 
CBP 3.6 0.3 4.3 3.0 
SBF 3.8 0.3 4.4 3.3 
Protein (%)1 
CBP 3.1 0.2 3.6 2.9 
SBF 3.1 0.1 3.3 2.9 
SCS1 
CBP 4.6 0.7 6.0 3.0 
SBF 3.9 0.7 5.3 2.4 
Bulk tank milk 
temperature (°C)2 
CBP 6.5 3.9 16.7 2.5 
SBF 6.9 4.1 20.0 2.8 
Teat dip contact time 
(seconds)2 
CBP 88.4 51.7 261.0 0.0 
SBF 86.3 49.2 442.0 6.0 
Towels used per cow2 
CBP 1.2 0.4 2.0 1.0 
SBF 1.4 0.5 2.0 1.0 
Udder hygiene score2 
CBP 2.1 0.8 4.0 1.0 
SBF 2.1 0.8 4.0 1.0 
1Rolling herd average, fat, protein, and somatic cell score information were collected 
from the DHIA (National DHIA, Verona, WI) monthly herd test immediately preceding 
sample collection. 
2Measurements collected from each farm at each sampling. 
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Table 2.2. Descriptive statistics for measurements from farms sampled in a study 
comparing thermoduric bacteria in compost bedded pack barns (n = 10) and sand bedded 
freestall barns (n = 10).1 
Variable Bedding Type Season Mean SD Max Min 
Stocking density (%)2 Compost Summer 137.4 46.6 188.4 72.2 
 
 Winter 109.5 40.7 170.3 41.3 
 
Sand Summer 122.2 32.3 208.0 100.0 
 
 Winter 107.6 15.2 131.2 86.1 
Barn ambient temperature (°C) Compost Summer 25.5 3.9 30.7 20.1 
 
 Winter 14.4 6.5 22.9 2.9 
 
Sand Summer 23.1 5.2 31.8 17.5 
 
 Winter 11.4 6.7 23.8 1.6 
Barn relative humidity (%) Compost Summer 67.1 10.5 82.5 52.4 
 
 Winter 55.2 13.8 83.6 31.6 
 
Sand Summer 72.8 12.6 84.1 43.7 
 
 Winter 52.1 13.9 79.2 36.7 
Barn wind speed (m/s) Compost Summer 1.4 0.4 2.0 0.7 
 
 Winter 1.5 0.7 2.5 0.1 
 
Sand Summer 1.1 0.8 2.9 0.2 
 
 Winter 0.9 0.5 2.1 0.3 
Bedding surface temperature 
(°C) 
Compost Summer 24.7 3.0 27.7 19.0 
 
 Winter 13.7 5.9 22.4 2.7 
 
Sand Summer 24.2 3.2 29.5 18.5 
 
 Winter 14.2 5.1 22.1 6.3 
10.2 cm depth bedding 
temperature (°C)2 
Compost Summer 39.6 3.6 44.9 35.5 
 
 Winter 31.4 8.7 41.9 14.6 
 
Sand Summer     
 
 Winter     
20.3 cm depth bedding 
temperature (°C)3 
Compost Summer 44.2 4.9 53 38.1 
 
 Winter 34.2 9.3 47 16.3 
 
Sand Summer     
 
 Winter     
1All measurements were collected from several areas in both compost bedded pack barns and sand bedded freestall 
barns to obtain representative samples.  
2Stocking density was calculated for sand as the number of stalls / cow x 100 and the number of cows/9.3 m2 x 100 for 
compost. 
3Temperature measurements were not collected at depth for sand bedded herds. 
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Table 2.3. Descriptive statistics for fresh bedding samples gathered from dairy farms 
housing lactating dairy cattle in either compost bedded pack barns (fresh sawdust) or 
sand bedded freestalls (fresh sand).1 
a)  
Variable Bedding Type Season Mean SD Max Min 
Organic 
Matter (%) 
Sawdust Bedding Summer 84.2 2.0 89.1 82.0 
  
Winter 81.9 6.0 90.3 68.6  
Sand Bedding Summer 1.2 2.2 7.3 0.1   
Winter 1.5 2.4 7.6 0.1 
Moisture (%) Sawdust Bedding Summer 22.9 15.2 51.0 9.0   
Winter 25.3 14.2 52.0 7.0  
Sand Bedding Summer 4.3 2.4 8.0 1.0   
Winter 3.3 2.0 8.0 1.0 
Water pH Sawdust Bedding Summer 5.2 0.5 6.2 4.5   
Winter 5.7 0.9 7.3 4.5  
Sand Bedding Summer 7.6 0.9 8.5 6.3   
Winter 7.9 0.8 8.7 6.7 
Buffer pH Sawdust Bedding Summer 7.3 0.1 7.4 7.1   
Winter 7.3 0.2 7.5 7.1  
Sand Bedding Summer 7.6 0.1 7.7 7.5   
Winter 7.7 0.3 8.4 7.5 
1Composite bedding samples were taken from each herd in both the summer and winter 
seasons.  
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b)  
Variable Bedding Type Season Mean SD Max Min 
C (%) Sawdust Bedding Summer 49.0 1.2 51.8 47.7   
Winter 47.6 3.5 52.5 39.9  
Sand Bedding Summer 0.7 1.3 4.3 0.0   
Winter 0.9 1.4 4.4 0.0 
N (%) Sawdust Bedding Summer 0.8 1.1 2.7 0.1   
Winter 0.6 0.7 2.0 0.1  
Sand Bedding Summer 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
Winter 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C:N   Sawdust Bedding Summer 297.1 214.9 609.6 17.6   
Winter 229.5 182.3 492.0 25.2  
Sand Bedding Summer 5512.4 14618.3 46579.4 5.6   
Winter 2729.5 5243.0 17063.6 46.6 
P (%) Sawdust Bedding Summer 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
Winter 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.0  
Sand Bedding Summer 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
Winter 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K (%) Sawdust Bedding Summer 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0   
Winter 0.4 0.5 1.3 0.0  
Sand Bedding Summer 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0   
Winter 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 
Ca (%) Sawdust Bedding Summer 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.1   
Winter 1.5 2.8 9.3 0.1  
Sand Bedding Summer 1.5 3.3 10.8 0.0   
Winter 1.7 3.0 9.5 0.0 
Mg (%) Sawdust Bedding Summer 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
Winter 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.0  
Sand Bedding Summer 0.4 1.0 3.1 0.0   
Winter 0.4 0.9 2.8 0.0 
Zn (ppm) Sawdust Bedding Summer 7.3 4.7 18.6 3.4   
Winter 33.5 38.9 105.7 2.4  
Sand Bedding Summer 14.3 6.3 29.3 9.2   
Winter 22.1 6.2 32.0 11.9 
Cu (ppm) Sawdust Bedding Summer 6.4 4.3 15.9 1.9   
Winter 15.4 17.4 57.1 2.8  
Sand Bedding Summer 3.5 2.5 7.8 0.8   
Winter 6.2 5.0 16.4 0.3 
Fe (ppm) Sawdust Bedding Summer 227.6 155.9 509.0 87.3   
Winter 813.7 640.6 2063.4 187.4  
Sand Bedding Summer 10762.8 4943.4 16014.0 4086.9   
Winter 8216.1 2989.0 15038.6 4630.9 
Mn (ppm) Sawdust Bedding Summer 49.5 17.5 70.4 19.5   
Winter 92.3 53.4 193.4 22.8  
Sand Bedding Summer 124.0 130.7 400.7 9.5   
Winter 144.0 160.1 495.7 5.1 
1Composite bedding samples were taken from each herd in both the summer and winter. 
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Table 2.4 a-b. Descriptive statistics for used bedding samples gathered from dairy farms 
housing lactating dairy cattle in either compost bedded pack barns (compost bedding) or 
sand bedded freestalls (sand bedding).1 
a)  
Variable Bedding Type Season Mean SD Max Min 
Organic Matter 
(%) 
Compost Summer 70.8 5.2 76.9 60.9 
  
Winter 76.5 3.7 82.2 68.1  
Sand Summer 2.0 2.4 8.6 0.4   
Winter 2.4 2.3 8.6 0.7 
Moisture (%) Compost Summer 53.0 9.0 66.0 43.0   
Winter 57.2 10.9 68.0 35.0  
Sand Summer 5.6 2.0 9.0 2.0   
Winter 5.3 2.0 9.0 3.0 
Water pH Compost Summer 9.7 0.3 10.2 9.3   
Winter 9.2 0.8 9.8 7.6  
Sand Summer 9.2 0.7 10.2 8.3   
Winter 8.9 1.0 10.4 7.6 
Buffer pH Compost Summer 8.2 0.2 8.5 7.8   
Winter 7.9 0.2 8.1 7.5  
Sand Summer 7.7 0.1 7.8 7.7   
Winter 8.0 0.5 9.1 7.6 
1Composite bedding samples were taken from each herd in both the summer and winter 
seasons. 
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b)  
Variable Bedding Type Season Mean SD Max Min 
C (%) Compost Summer 41.1 3.0 44.7 35.4 
  Winter 44.5 2.2 47.8 39.6  
Sand Summer 1.2 1.4 5.0 0.2 
  Winter 1.4 1.4 5.0 0.4 
N (%) Compost Summer 2.2 0.7 3.3 1.3   
Winter 1.7 0.8 3.0 0.4  
Sand Summer 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0   
Winter 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
C:N  Compost Summer 20.1 7.1 33.7 13.1   
Winter 37.8 34.5 126.3 14.7  
Sand Summer 22.0 29.0 103.0 5.6   
Winter 54.5 102.3 344.3 10.5 
P (%) Compost Summer 0.6 0.2 0.9 0.3   
Winter 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.1  
Sand Summer 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
Winter 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K (%) Compost Summer 2.4 1.0 4.5 1.4   
Winter 1.4 0.8 3.0 0.2  
Sand Summer 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1   
Winter 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 
Ca (%) Compost Summer 2.0 0.9 3.7 1.0   
Winter 1.8 0.8 3.5 0.7  
Sand Summer 1.7 3.8 12.3 0.1   
Winter 1.8 3.1 9.8 0.1 
Mg (%) Compost Summer 0.6 0.3 1.2 0.3   
Winter 0.5 0.2 0.9 0.1  
Sand Summer 0.5 1.0 3.3 0.0   
Winter 0.4 0.8 2.7 0.0 
Zn (ppm) Compost Summer 164.2 78.0 273.2 54.2   
Winter 119.4 56.8 217.3 22.5  
Sand Summer 20.3 6.6 33.8 13.9   
Winter 25.1 7.8 37.5 10.9 
Cu (ppm) Compost Summer 48.9 24.4 99.2 10.9   
Winter 43.1 22.6 80.7 6.5  
Sand Summer 6.1 3.6 12.4 1.7   
Winter 10.4 6.5 24.8 2.9 
Fe (ppm) Compost Summer 2069.5 1457.6 4233.7 780.7   
Winter 1181.1 672.2 2635.3 580.8  
Sand Summer 11355.3 4642.2 16677.1 4591.2   
Winter 7990.4 3591.3 16158.8 3833.8 
Mn (ppm) Compost Summer 246.4 66.6 374.1 165.8   
Winter 187.5 66.5 277.7 83.1  
Sand Summer 129.9 148.2 474.0 16.4   
Winter 137.5 145.5 461.4 14.0 
1Composite bedding samples were taken from each herd in both the summer and winter 
seasons.
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Table 2.5. Least-squares means (LSmean ± SE) generated from generalized linear models comparing logarithmically transformed 
colony forming units (CFU) of thermoduric plate counts after various pasteurization and incubation treatments. Bulk tank milk 
samples were collected during both the summer and winter from farms using only compost-bedded packs (n = 10) or sand bedded 
freestalls (n = 10) as housing for lactating dairy cattle. 
Pasteurization1 
(°C) 
Incubation2 
(°C) 
Milk Aerobic Bacteria Counts3 
Bedding Type 
P 
 Season 
P 
Bedding 
x 
Season 
(P) 
Compost Bedding Sand Bedding  Summer Winter 
63 4 1.20 ± 0.07 1.10 ± 0.07 0.32  1.10 ± 0.07 1.20 ± 0.07 0.35 NS 
 37 2.99 ± 0.19 2.94 ± 0.18 0.85  3.30 ± 0.19 2.63 ± 0.18 0.02 NS 
 55 2.49 ± 0.19 2.09 ± 0.18 0.14  2.31 ± 0.19 2.27 ± 0.18 0.86 NS 
72 4 NG4 NG   NG NG   
 37 2.94 ± 0.21 2.94 ± 0.20 0.99  3.45 ± 0.21 2.43 ± 0.20 < 0.01 NS 
 55 2.65 ± 0.20 2.23 ± 0.19 0.14  2.48 ± 0.20 2.40 ± 0.19 0.78 NS 
135 4 NG NG   NG NG   
 37 1.73 ± 0.27 1.57 ± 0.26 0.67  1.24 ± 0.27 2.07 ± 0.26 0.03 NS 
 55 NG NG   NG NG   
1Samples were heat treated to mimic common pasteurization techniques. In 63°C treatments, samples were heated to 63°C for 30 min. In 72°C treatments, samples were heated to 72°C for 15 sec. In 
135°C treatments, samples were heated to 135°C for 2 seconds.  
2Following pasteurization, samples were incubated at 4°C (psychrophiles), 37°C (mesophiles), and 55°C (thermophiles) to quantify differing bacteria populations. Plates stored at 4°C were incubated for 
10 days, plates stored at 37°C were incubated for 48 h, and plates stored at 55°C were incubated for 48 h. A most probable number method was used to quantify counts too low for detection using 
standard plate count methods. 
3All counts are reported in log cfu/mL. 
4Indicates no growth was observed on culture plates across each pasteurization and incubation treatment. 
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Table 2.6. Least-squares means (LSmean ± SE) generated from generalized linear models comparing logarithmically transformed 
colony forming units (CFU) of thermoduric plate counts after various pasteurization and incubation treatments. Fresh bedding samples 
were collected from storage areas during both the summer and winter from farms using only compost-bedded packs (n = 10) or sand 
bedded freestalls (n = 10) as housing for lactating dairy cattle. 
Pasteurization1 
(°C) 
Incubation2 
(°C) 
Fresh Bedding Aerobic Bacteria Counts3  
Bedding Type 
P 
 Season 
P 
 
Compost Bedding Sand Bedding  Summer Winter 
Bedding 
x 
Season 
(P) 
63 4 2.67 ± 0.27 2.30 ± 0.27 0.34  2.31 ± 0.28 2.66 ± 0.27 0.37 NS 
 37 10.23 ± 0.57 6.32 ± 0.54 < 0.01  8.56 ± 0.56 7.99 ± 0.56 0.47 0.01 
 55 9.55 ± 0.48 4.84 ± 0.45 < 0.01  6.67 ± 0.47 7.73 ± 0.47 0.12 0.03 
72 4 3.13 ± 0.33 2.30 ± 0.33  0.08  2.32 ± 0.34 3.11 ± 0.32  0.10 NS 
 37 10.01 ± 0.55 5.82 ± 0.52 < 0.01   8.18 ± 0.54 7.64 ± 0.54   0.48 0.02 
 55  9.10 ± 0.43 4.87 ± 0.41 < 0.01  6.34 ± 0.42 7.64 ± 0.42 0.04 < 0.01 
135 4 NG4 NG   NG NG   
 37 2.69 ± 0.46 3.04 ± 0.44 0.57  3.33 ± 0.44 2.42 ± 0.46 0.16 NS 
 55 2.41 ± 0.32 2.88 ± 0.30 0.29   2.99 ± 0.30 2.29 ± 0.32 0.12 NS 
1Samples were heat treated to mimic common pasteurization techniques. In 63°C treatments, samples were heated to 63°C for 30 min. In 72°C treatments, samples were heated to 
72°C for 15 sec. In 135°C treatments, samples were heated to 135°C for 2 seconds.  
2Following pasteurization, samples were incubated at 4°C (psychrophiles), 37°C (mesophiles), and 55°C (thermophiles) to quantify differing bacteria populations. Plates stored at 
4°C were incubated for 10 days, plates stored at 37°C were incubated for 24 h, and plates stored at 55°C were incubated for 24 h. 
3All counts are reported in log cfu/g. 
4Indicates no growth was observed on culture plates across each pasteurization and incubation treatment.
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Table 2.7. Least-squares means (LSmean ± SE) generated from generalized linear models comparing logarithmically transformed 
colony forming units (CFU) of thermoduric plate counts after various pasteurization and incubation treatments. Used bedding samples 
were collected from housing areas during both the summer and winter from farms using only compost-bedded packs (n = 10) or sand 
bedded freestalls (n = 10) as housing for lactating dairy cattle. 
Pasteurization1 
(°C) 
Incubation2 
(°C) 
Used Bedding Aerobic Bacteria Counts3  
Bedding Type 
P 
 Season P  
Compost Bedding Sand Bedding  Summer Winter  
Bedding 
x 
Season 
(P) 
63 4 3.09 ± 0.39 3.59 ± 0.37 0.36  2.29 ± 0.38 4.39 ± 0.38 < 0.01 NS 
 37 13.77 ± 0.22 11.90 ± 0.21 < 0.01  13.09 ± 0.22 12.58 ± 0.21 0.11 NS 
 55 12.94 ± 0.36 10.04 ± 0.35 < 0.01  12.04 ± 0.36 10.95 ± 0.35 0.04 NS 
72 4 3.29 ± 0.41 4.60 ± 0.39  0.03  2.30 ± 0.40 5.58 ± 0.40 < 0.01 0.03 
 37 13.59 ± 0.27 11.68 ± 0.27 < 0.01  13.07 ± 0.27 12.20 ± 0.27   0.03 NS 
 55  11.36 ± 0.48 9.73 ± 0.47 0.02   11.01 ± 0.48 10.09 ± 0.47 0.18 NS 
135 4 NG4 NG   NG NG   
 37 2.30 ± 0.45 3.19 ± 0.44 0.17  2.73 ± 0.44 2.76 ± 0.45 0.96 NS 
 55 2.30 ± 0.61 3.67 ± 0.60 0.12  2.91 ± 0.60 3.07 ± 0.61 0.85 NS 
1Samples were heat treated to mimic common pasteurization techniques. In 63°C treatments, samples were heated to 63°C for 30 min. In 72°C treatments, samples were heated to 72°C for 15 sec. In 
135°C treatments, samples were heated to 135°C for 2 seconds.  
2Following pasteurization, samples were incubated at 4°C (psychrophiles), 37°C (mesophiles), and 55°C (thermophiles) to quantify differing bacteria populations. Plates stored at 4°C were incubated for 
10 days, plates stored at 37°C were incubated for 24 h, and plates stored at 55°C were incubated for 24 h. 
 3All counts are reported in log cfu/g. 
4Indicates no growth was observed on culture plates across each pasteurization and incubation treatment
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Table 2.8. Least-squares means (LSmean ± SE) generated from generalized linear models comparing logarithmically transformed 
colony forming units (CFU) of thermoduric plate counts after various pasteurization and incubation treatments. Pre-teat preparation 
swabs were collected from lactating dairy cattle in both the summer and winter on farms with only compost-bedded packs (n = 10) or 
sand bedded freestalls (n = 10) as housing. 
Pasteurization1 
(°C) 
Incubation2 
(°C) 
Pre-Teat Preparation Swab Aerobic Bacteria Counts3 
Bedding Type 
P 
 Season 
P 
Bedding 
x 
Season 
(P) 
Compost Bedding Sand Bedding  Summer Winter 
63 4 3.11 ± 0.17 3.22 ± 0.17 0.63  2.30 ± 0.17 4.03 ± 0.17 < 0.01 NS 
 37 8.30 ± 0.33 8.14 ± 0.32 0.72  8.44 ± 0.33 8.01 ± 0.32 0.35 NS 
 55  7.16 ± 0.35 5.91 ± 0.34  0.01  7.54 ± 0.35 5.53 ± 0.34 < 0.01 NS 
72 4 3.26 ± 0.21 3.22 ± 0.20  0.89  2.30 ± 0.21 4.18 ± 0.20 < 0.01 NS 
 37 8.12 ± 0.32 7.91 ± 0.31 0.64  8.28 ± 0.32 7.74 ± 0.31   0.23 NS 
 55 7.26 ± 0.51 6.38 ± 0.49 0.22   6.86 ± 0.51 6.78 ± 0.49 0.91 NS 
135 4 2.99 ± 0.17 3.22 ± 0.17 0.35   2.30 ± 0.18 3.91 ± 0.17 < 0.01 NS 
 37 3.66 ± 0.31 3.69 ± 0.31 0.95  2.86 ± 0.31 4.50 ± 0.31 < 0.01 0.01 
 55 2.99 ± 0.18 3.22 ± 0.17 0.35  2.29 ± 0.18 3.91 ± 0.17 < 0.01 NS 
          
1Samples were heat treated to mimic common pasteurization techniques. In 63°C treatments, samples were heated to 63°C for 30 min. In 72°C treatments, samples were heated to 72°C for 15 sec. In 
135°C treatments, samples were heated to 135°C for 2 seconds.  
2Following pasteurization, samples were incubated at 4°C (psychrophiles), 37°C (mesophiles), and 55°C (thermophiles) to quantify differing bacteria populations. Plates stored at 4°C were incubated for 
10 days, plates stored at 37°C were incubated for 24 h, and plates stored at 55°C were incubated for 24 h. 
3All counts are reported in log cfu/g.
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Table 2.9. Least-squares means (LSmean ± SE) generated from generalized linear models comparing logarithmically transformed 
colony forming units (CFU) of thermoduric plate counts after various pasteurization and incubation treatments. Post-teat preparation 
swabs were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cattle in both the summer and winter on farms with only compost-bedded packs (n 
= 10) or sand bedded freestalls (n = 10) as housing. 
Pasteurization1 
(°C) 
Incubation2 
(°C) 
Post-Teat Preparation Swab Aerobic Bacteria Counts 3 
Bedding Type 
P 
 Season 
P 
Bedding 
x 
Season 
(P) 
Compost Bedding Sand Bedding  Summer Winter 
63 4 NG4 NG   NG NG   
 37 6.90 ± 0.44 6.11 ± 0.43 0.21  7.00 ± 0.44 6.01 ± 0.43 0.11 NS 
 55  5.27 ± 0.44 3.70 ± 0.42  0.01  4.62 ± 0.44 4.35 ± 0.42 0.66 0.04 
72 4 NG NG   NG NG   
 37 6.75 ± 0.45 5.95 ± 0.44 0.21  7.09 ± 0.45 5.62 ± 0.44   0.03 NS 
 55 5.93 ± 0.54 4.25 ± 0.53 0.03   5.04 ± 0.54 5.13 ± 0.53 0.91 NS 
135 4 NG NG   NG NG   
 37 3.51 ± 0.39 2.58 ± 0.38 0.09  2.58 ± 0.39 3.51 ± 0.38 0.09 NS 
 55 NG NG   NG NG   
1Samples were heat treated to mimic common pasteurization techniques. In 63°C treatments, samples were heated to 63°C for 30 min. In 72°C treatments, 
samples were heated to 72°C for 15 sec. In 135°C treatments, samples were heated to 135°C for 2 seconds.  
2Following pasteurization, samples were incubated at 4°C (psychrophiles), 37°C (mesophiles), and 55°C (thermophiles) to quantify differing bacteria 
populations. Plates stored at 4°C were incubated for 10 days, plates stored at 37°C were incubated for 24 h, and plates stored at 55°C were incubated for 24 h. 
3All counts are reported in log cfu/g. 
4Indicates no growth was observed on culture plates across each pasteurization and incubation treatment. 
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Table 2.10. Least-squares means (LSmean ± SE) generated from generalized linear models comparing differences in logarithmically 
transformed thermoduric plate count colony forming units (CFU) through various pasteurization and incubation combinations, 
between swabs taken before and after teat preparation procedures on farms. Teat swabs were collected from lactating Holstein dairy 
cattle in both the summer and winter on farms with only compost-bedded packs (n = 10) or sand bedded freestalls (n = 10) as housing. 
Pasteurization1 
(°C) 
Incubation2 
(°C) 
Difference in Aerobic Bacteria Counts Between Swabs Before and After Teat Preparation3 
Bedding Type 
P 
 Season 
P 
Bedding 
x 
Season 
(P)  
Compost Bedding Sand Bedding  Summer Winter 
63 4 0.81 ± 0.17 0.92 ± 0.17  0.63  0.00 ± 0.17 1.73 ± 0.17 < 0.01 NS 
 37  1.40 ± 0.31 2.03 ± 0.30 0.15  1.43 ± 0.31 2.00 ± 0.30 0.19 NS 
 55 1.89 ± 0.38 2.21 ± 0.37 0.55  2.92 ± 0.38 1.18 ± 0.37 < 0.01 0.01 
72 4 0.96 ± 0.21 0.92 ± 0.20 0.89  0.00 ± 0.21 1.88 ± 0.20 < 0.01 NS 
 37 1.39 ± 0.26 1.95 ± 0.25 0.12  1.22 ± 0.26 2.12 ± 0.25 0.02 0.03 
 55 1.33 ± 0.58 2.13 ± 0.57 0.33  1.82 ± 0.58 1.65 ± 0.57 0.83 NS 
135 4 0.68 ± 0.18 0.91 ± 0.17 0.35  -0.01 ± 0.18 1.61 ± 0.17 < 0.01 NS 
 37 0.18 ± 0.54 1.11 ± 0.53 0.23  0.30 ± 0.54 0.99 ± 0.53 0.37 0.01 
 55 0.68 ± 0.18 0.92 ± 0.17 0.35  -0.01 ± 0.18 1.61 ± 0.17 < 0.01 NS 
1Samples were heat treated to mimic common pasteurization techniques. In 63°C treatments, samples were heated to 63°C for 30 min. In 72°C treatments, samples were heated to 72°C for 15 sec. In 
135°C treatments, samples were heated to 135°C for 2 seconds.  
2Following pasteurization, samples were incubated at 4°C (psychrophiles), 37°C (mesophiles), and 55°C (thermophiles) to quantify differing bacteria populations. Plates stored at 4°C were incubated for 
10 days, plates stored at 37°C were incubated for 24 h, and plates stored at 55°C were incubated for 24 h. 
3All counts are reported in log cfu/g.
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CHAPTER 3. COMFORT OR STRESS IN THE HOUSING ENVIRONMENT: 
EFFECTS ON MILK QUALITY, MILK PRODUCTION, AND IMMUNE 
FUNCTION OF DAIRY CATTLE 
3.1 Introduction 
 The relationship between dairy cattle and their physical environment has been the 
focus of much research but most of this research focuses on decreasing pathogen 
exposure or disease prevention. Cows prefer dry bedding that provides cushion 
(Fregonesi et al., 2007b, van Gastelen et al., 2011). Deep-bedded sand freestalls use an 
inorganic substrate which inhibits the ability of bacteria to enter the teat end (Hogan et 
al., 1989). An additional benefit of deep-bedded sand is the quality of comfort provided. 
Few studies have focused on the effect of comfort or stress in the housing environment 
and its effect on the immune system of dairy cattle. 
Stress is a common problem on dairy farms worldwide. Carroll and Forsberg 
(2007) outlined three types of stress that livestock encounter: (1) psychological; (2) 
physiological; (3) physical. Stress elicits biological responses in behavior, the 
neuroendocrine system, the autonomic nervous system, or the immune system (Moberg 
and Mench, 2000). These stress types can be associated with decreased animal welfare, 
increased disease incidence, and decreased production. Alone, single stressors can be 
overcome by dairy cattle. Stress coming from multiple sources, such as that encountered 
in the transition period, can overwhelm host defenses, resulting in infection or disease. 
 Housing systems can affect foot and leg health. Flooring type influences lying and 
standing behavior of dairy cattle and softer flooring is preferred to bare concrete in 
housing systems (Fregonesi et al., 2004, Tucker et al., 2006, Cook and Nordlund, 2009). 
In confinement systems, cows are encouraged to reduce the time spent standing in order 
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to reduce foot and leg stress, thereby decreasing lameness risk (Cook and Nordlund, 
2009). In relation to immune function, O'Driscoll et al. (2015) showed that in comparison 
to sound cows, lame cows had significantly greater concentrations of cytokines like IL-
1α, IL-1β, CXCL8, and IL-10. 
When viewed as separate pieces of the immune response, cytokines can be used 
as indicators of the effectiveness of the immune response to pathogenic challenge 
Røntved et al. (2005), (O'Boyle et al., 2006). Cytokines such as IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, and 
TNF-α are known promoters of the pro-inflammatory response (Oviedo-Boyso et al., 
2007). Cytokines like IL-10 are known for their ability to inhibit the pro-inflammatory 
response (at the end of an antigenic response; Moore, 2001). In response to chronic stress 
dairy cattle undergo physiological changes that alter the immune response and the 
production of cytokines, which can increase disease susceptibility (Oviedo-Boyso et al., 
2007, Trevisi and Bertoni, 2009).  
Perhaps one of the best-known measure of stress in dairy cattle is cortisol, which 
is controlled by the hypothalamic-pituitary axis. In response to stress, the hypothalamus 
will secrete adrenocorticotropic hormone, stimulating glucocorticoid secretion from the 
adrenal cortex (Tsigos and Chrousos, 2002). Glucocorticoids are known 
immunosuppressants with effects on wound healing, leukocyte recruitment to areas of 
infection, and antigen recognition. Glucocorticoids are associated with decreased pro-
inflammatory cytokines  and increased anti-inflammatory cytokines (Bethin et al., 2000). 
The objectives of this research were to: (1) identify the relationship between 
comfort or stress perceived by dairy cattle from their housing environment; (2) identify 
milk quality and production differences caused by stress in the housing environment; (3) 
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determine blood cytokine concentrations and the ability of dairy cattle to mount an 
immune response in an immunological challenge while cattle are housed in either high 
comfort or high stress environments. 
3.2 Materials and methods 
3.2.1 Cow Selection and Assignment 
Thirty confirmed pregnant, lactating Holstein dairy cattle were screened from the 
University of Kentucky Coldstream Dairy Research Facility based on lameness, SCC, 
and quarter-level bacteriological culture status. Only pregnant cows greater than 90 days 
in milk (DIM), with no incidence of clinical disease in the last 60 days, and no record of 
clinical mastitis in the past two months were included in this study. Cattle were evaluated 
for lameness using a 1 to 5 scale (1 = normal, 2 = mildly lame, 3 = moderately lame, 4 = 
lame, and 5 = severely lame; Sprecher, 1997)  . Cows scoring three or greater were not 
included in the study so underlying ongoing inflammation would not affect results. 
Aseptic quarter milk samples for culture and quarter-level somatic cell count (SCC) 
samples were collected from all quarters before study commencement. Cows with an 
SCC greater than 200,000 cells/mL, clinical mastitis, or bacteriologically positive for a 
major mastitis pathogen in at least one quarter were not enrolled in the study and an 
alternate was selected. Eligible cattle were balanced for parity, DIM, days since last 
breeding, production, and SCC then assigned to one of two housing environments; high 
comfort, low stress (HC) or low comfort, high stress (LC) environments from July to 
September 2017. 
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The HC environment consisted of a compost bedded pack barn bedded with kiln-
dried sawdust. The pack was stirred twice daily using a rototiller and maintained to 
remain below 60% moisture at all times. A bedded area of 12.1 m2 per cow was provided 
and ventilated with high-volume, low-speed fans. Feeding areas were equipped with 
rubber flooring and a series of 0.8 m diameter circular box fans and sprinklers were 
mounted above locking head gates. Head gates were provided to allow 1.3 gates per cow.  
The LC environment consisted of a freestall barn bedded with 2.5 cm kiln-dried 
sawdust over a Dual-Chamber Cow Waterbed Mattress (Advanced Comfort Technology, 
Reedsburg, WI) base. Stalls were groomed twice, daily, at milking time. Fans (1.2 m belt-
driven fans) were mounted above lying areas. Ad libitum access to a total mixed ration 
was provided in an unshaded feeding area equipped with locking head gates. Access to 
stalls and head gates was restricted to maintain a minimum 120% stocking density in 
proportion to cows, simulating overstocked conditions (Fregonesi et al., 2007a). 
Hourly temperature, and relative humidity data were collected in each housing 
environment using a HOBO data logger (HOBO U23 Pro v2, Onset Computer 
Corporation, Pocasset, MA). A temperature humidity index (THI) was calculated from 
temperature and relative humidity. A 3-day exponentially weighted moving average of 
THI was calculated from daily weather data. Digi-Sense Anemometers (Cole-Palmer, 
Vernon Hills, IL) mounted at cow level in each housing environment collected wind 
speed data every 10 minutes. Wind speed data were averaged by day to match 
temperature, humidity, and THI measurements. 
Before transition, all cattle were housed in herd groups similar layout to the HC 
environment. All cattle were provided ad libitum access to a total mixed ration and a 
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compost bedded pack. All general herd groups were maintained at 100% stocking 
density, as per standard herd protocol. Following assignment and movement to treatment 
housing on Day 0, cattle were allotted a 14-d adjustment period in their respective 
housing environments (HC or LC) followed by an additional 14 d beginning on Day 14, 
which was considered the active treatment period. Following the completion of the first 
28 d, cattle were crossed-over to the opposing housing environment and the process 
repeated. Alleyways in both environments were scraped twice, daily and cows in both 
environments were provided ad libitum access to an identical TMR ration and water. 
Cows were milked twice each day at 0430 h and 1630 h, as per standard herd protocol. 
3.2.2 Hair Cortisol Sampling  
Hair samples were collected from the final 3 inches of the distal end of each 
cow’s tail using hair clippers, similar to the methods of Burnett et al. (2014). Hair below 
skin level represents the previous 14 days of growth, so samples were collected every 14 
d, beginning at study commencement. Only hair samples from 14 d after study 
commencement were used to prevent biasing cortisol levels with stress potentially 
occurring before the study started. Samples were washed twice using warm water. An 
additional wash was performed using 95% isopropyl alcohol. Samples were shipped to 
the University of British Columbia, ground using a ball grinding mill, and a 
commercially available assay was performed to quantify cortisol. 
3.2.3 Milk Sampling 
A timeline of all sampling is included in Figure 3.1. Test cows were screened for 
potential mastitis causing pathogens at 7 and 3 days before study commencement. At 
screening, all quarters were evaluated for bacteriological status and SCC. Two milk 
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sample types were collected from each cow. Aseptic quarter samples were collected from 
each cow in accordance with National Mastitis Council guidelines. Approximately 10 mL 
of milk from each quarter was extracted into sterile tubes (Falcon, Corning Life Sciences, 
Corning, NY), capped, and transported on ice to the University of Kentucky Food 
Microbiology lab for analysis. Following aseptic sampling, 90 mL milk from each quarter 
was extracted into a non-sterile flip top vial (Capitol Vial, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Hudson, New Hampshire) for SCC evaluation using a Bentley Combi 150 Flow 
Cytometer (Bentley Instruments, Inc., Chaska, MN). 
Milk samples were collected at study commencement and every subsequent 7 
days. At each subsequent sampling, quarter samples were collected. Cows with a single 
quarter SCC greater than 200,000 cells/mL had all quarters cultured. For culturing, a 0.01 
mL sample was aseptically removed from each tube and streaked on one quarter of two 
duplicate petri dishes (BD Diagnostic Systems, Detroit, MI) divided into 4 sections and 
containing Columbia blood esculin agar with 5% sterile calf blood. Plates were incubated 
at 37°C for 48 hours and growth characteristics recorded. Plates were considered positive 
for organisms if growth was observed in each quarter duplicate; growth observed in only 
one duplicate of the quarter was considered contaminated. In positive plates, an isolated 
colony was selected, placed in Brain Heart Infusion Broth (BHI), and incubated at 37°C 
for 24 h. A 0.01 mL sample was heat fixed to a microscope slide, gram stained, and 
observed under microscope to determine morphology. Gram-positive organisms had 3 μL 
BHI sample placed in test tubes containing 1 mL rabbit plasma. Inoculated tubes were 
observed and evaluated at 4 h and 24 h for presence of fibrin clots, indicating 
coagulation. Positive samples were considered Staphylococcus aureus. Samples with 
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stains indicating gram-negative organisms had 1 μL inoculated BHI streaked for isolation 
and were incubated for 24 h. Following this period, 1 colony was removed and analyzed 
using a Vitek 2 (bioMerieux Vitek, Hazelwood, MO USA). An in-line milk analysis 
system (AfiLab; AfiMilk) measured milk yield, fat, protein, and lactose. 
3.2.4 Ex-Vivo Whole Blood Stimulation with Endotoxin 
Similar methods to Røntved et al. (2005) and O'Boyle et al. (2006) were used for 
whole blood stimulations. Before study commencement, a pilot study was performed to 
optimize Escherichia coli lipopolysaccharide endotoxin (LPS) dosage. Three cows, free 
of disease, at similar production levels, and similar points in lactation were selected at 
random from the University of Kentucky Coldstream Dairy Facility’s lactating herd. 
Following selection, cattle were restrained in headlocks and blood collected via 
coccygeal venipuncture into five 3 mL sodium heparin blood collection tubes. Samples 
were transported to the Gluck Equine Research Center and stimulated with 
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) endotoxin (E. coli O111:B4). Briefly, each sample was 
stimulated with 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 μg endotoxin per 1 mL blood. One sample was left 
unstimulated as a control. Results from the treatment of 2 μg endotoxin per 1 mL blood 
yielded the most favorable isolation and PCR amplification and was therefore selected for 
further analysis. 
Ex-vivo whole blood stimulations were performed at the beginning (Day 0), 
midpoint (Day 28), and end (Day 56) of the study.  Blood samples were collected as 
previously described and transported to the Gluck Equine Research Center for 
processing. Escherichia coli LPS endotoxin O111:B4 (Sigma Chemical Company, St. 
Louis, MO) was diluted in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (Sigma Chemical 
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Company, St. Louis, MO) and refrigerated until use. A total of 6 μg endotoxin was added 
to the 3 mL of aseptically collected, sodium heparin-stabilized blood samples and 
incubated for 3.5 h at 37°C. Simultaneously, an unstimulated duplicate sample was also 
incubated for 3.5 h at 37°C. Differing from Røntved et al. (2005) and O'Boyle et al. 
(2006), after incubation, contents of each tube were transferred to Tempus Blood RNA 
Tubes (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA), shaken vigorously for 20 s, and left at 
room temperature for 24 h. Tubes were then frozen at -20°C until RNA isolation. 
Samples were allowed to thaw and tube contents were transferred to 50 mL conical 
centrifuge tubes along with 3 mL phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and spun in a 
refrigerated centrifuge at 3,810 rpm for 30 min, at 4℃. The supernatant was removed 
after centrifugation and 600 μL Purelink Viral Lysis Buffer added. Samples were 
vortexed to mix the pellet and buffer. An iPrep Purification Instrument and iPrep 
PureLink Total RNA Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were used to isolate RNA. 
RNase-free water was added to 1 μL isolated RNA to achieve a combined volume 
of 41.5 μL. A 38.5 μL volume of Master Mix (16 μL AMV buffer 5X, 16 μL MgCl2, 4 
μL dNTP, 1 μL RNasin, and 0.5 μL of AMV reverse transcriptase) was added to each 
PCR tube. Tubes were placed in a Bio-Rad thermocycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) and 
heated to 42°C for 15 minutes and 95°C for 5 minutes to form cDNA. Gene expression 
was measured using an Applied Biosystems Fast Real-Time PCR System 7500HT. 
Common primers and probes were used to determine relative quantities of bovine TNF-α, 
IFN-γ, IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10, and bovine β-actin was used as a housekeeping gene. 
Relative gene quantities (RQ) were generated using methods described in Livak and 
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Schmittgen (2001) and were calibrated against unstimulated samples from the baseline 
sampling at study commencement. 
3.2.5 Blood Samples 
Blood samples were collected from each cow using jugular venipuncture. Cattle 
were restrained and the skin over the jugular vein sanitized with 70% isopropyl alcohol. 
Blood samples were collected using an 18-gauge blood collection needle and port. Blood 
samples for the determination of blood glucose and β-hydroxybutyrate were collected 
each week, except during the two adjustment periods in period 1 and period 2 (Partial 
blood sampling; Figure 3.1). Blood samples for cytokine determination from whole blood 
ex vivo stimulations and complete blood counts with differential leukocyte counts were 
collected at the beginning, middle, and end of the study. Two 3 mL sodium heparinized 
blood tubes (Vacutainer; Becton, Dickinson and Company, NJ). Additional blood 
samples were collected into a single 5 mL serum blood tube (Vacutainer; Becton, 
Dickinson and Company, NJ) and Glucose was quantified using a Precision Xtra (Abbott 
Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL) unit. Beta-hydroxybutyrate was quantified using a 
PortaBHB (PortaCheck Inc. Moorestown, NJ). A 5 mL EDTA and a 5-mL serum blood 
tube (Vacutainer; Becton, Dickinson and Company, NJ) were used to collect blood from 
cows for complete blood counts with white blood cell differential counts and blood serum 
albumin. Complete blood counts and differential white blood cell counts were obtained 
from samples sent to the Rood and Riddle Equine Hospital (Lexington, KY) at the 
study’s beginning, midpoint, and end. Complete blood counts included quantities for 
hemoglobin, packed cell volume, red blood cells, white blood cells, and total protein 
values. Differential white blood cell counts differentiated white blood cells into 
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segmented neutrophils, band neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, and eosinophils. 
Serum albumin was also quantified at the Rood and Riddle Equine Hospital from these 
same samples. 
3.2.6 Statistical Analysis 
Data were analyzed using SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). PROC 
MEANS was used to calculate descriptive statistics for cattle before they were assigned 
to either group (Table 3.1) and for weather data. Composite energy corrected milk and 
SCS from all quarters, uninfected quarters, and subclinically infected quarters served as 
dependent variables in separate mixed models. Housing type (HC or LC), study day, and 
their interaction was forced in all models. Days in milk, ECM, Parity (multiparous or 
primiparous), and THI were considered in univariate models and selected for multivariate 
models based on significance (P < 0.05). Relevant two-way interactions were considered 
and removed based on significance (P > 0.05). Hair cortisol, stimulated blood cytokine 
data, and unstimulated blood cytokine data were treated as dependent variables in 
separate mixed models and housing type (HC or LC), study day, and their interaction was 
forced in all models. Cow was treated as a repeated subject in each model. 
3.3 Results and discussion 
 Following study completion, four cows were removed from the analysis due to 
reasons unrelated to the study. The first cow calved during the study due to an incorrectly 
recorded breeding date. The second cow was diagnosed at first sampling with Klebsiella 
pneumoniae and this isolate persisted throughout the study period. The third cow was 
rendered lame after an injury caused by falling. The fourth cow’s milk production 
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stopped after the first week of the study and did not return thereafter. All cows remained 
in their respective groups to maintain stocking density requirements and group social 
order, even if it was determined they were ineligible for analysis before study 
completion. 
3.3.1 Weather  
 Descriptive statistics (daily means) by housing type are shown for relative 
humidity, barn air temperature, wind speed, and THI in Figure 3.2 a-b. Relative humidity 
was greater in HC housing than LC but air temperature and THI were lower in HC than 
LC. Wind speed showed considerable variation but was generally greater in the HC 
environment than the LC environment. Over the course of the study, average daily THI 
only fell below 68, above which cows experience heat stress (Collier et al., 2011), on one 
day.  
3.3.2 Hair Cortisol 
 Hair cortisol Type 3 fixed effects are in Table 3.2. Housing type significantly (P < 
0.01) affected hair cortisol concentrations (LSmean ± SE; HC, 7.7 ± 0.5 vs. LC, 10.5 ± 
0.5 pg/mg; P < 0.01) but the housing by date interaction was not significant (Figure 3.3). 
Burnett et al. (2014) reported tail hair cortisol concentrations of (mean ± SD) 11.0 ± 1.2 
pg/mL for dairy cattle in conventional housing. Long-term stress, indicated by 
chronically greater cortisol concentrations, as seen in the LC housing, could lead to 
immunosuppression and increased disease susceptibility (Munck et al., 1984). 
 Hair cortisol was used to determine cortisol concentrations. Previous studies have 
used plasma cortisol (Munksgaard and Simonsen, 1996, Huzzey et al., 2011), and fecal 
cortisol (Möstl and Palme, 2002, Huzzey et al., 2011) to determine stress response. 
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Plasma cortisol can be affected by handling stress and yield erroneous results for this 
reason (Huzzey et al., 2011). Fecal cortisol represents a longer of window of 12 to 14 
hours, but the focus of this study was long-term stress. For this reason, hair cortisol was 
chosen because this can represent growth over the period of the previous 14 days (Burnett 
et al., 2014). With this being the case, we chose hair cortisol due to our interest in chronic 
stress over several weeks. 
3.3.3 Milk Quality and Somatic Cell Score 
Type 3 fixed effects from ECM models are in Table 3.3. Baseline ECM, housing 
type, DIM, and study day significantly affected energy corrected milk. Cows housed in 
the HC environment produced significantly more milk than cows in the LC environment 
(35.7 ± 0.30 kg vs. 32.0 ± 0.30 kg, respectively; P < 0.01). 
Cows in the HC environment had less competition at the feedbunk and for lying 
surfaces than cows housed in the LC environment. In a study using straw bedded packs in 
a similar layout, Fregonesi and Leaver (2002) showed cows to spend 82% of their time 
lying in straw yard housing versus 67% in a cubicle system over the same period. 
Additionally, cows in HC had more effective heat abatement methods such as better 
ventilation, sprinklers, and little or no access to UV radiation. Adequate ventilation was 
the most consistently applied abatement method. Wind speed and UV radiation exposure 
are two metrics found to affect THI and its effects on dairy cow production (Hammami et 
al., 2013). The benefit of effective heat abatement methods could lead to greater milk 
production from these cows. 
Differences in heat stress and the potential for mitigation through dietary changes 
was not considered in this experiment. The feedbunk was exposed throughout the day, 
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which may have increased feed spoilage, degrading feed quality and decreasing 
palatability. Additionally, the physiological changes associated with heat stress in dairy 
cattle (Rhoads et al., 2009) were not considered and DMI was not measured in this study. 
Two clinical cases of mastitis were observed in this study. One cow housed in the 
LC environment through the first half of the study had Escherichia coli mastitis in one 
quarter and was treated using a broad-spectrum intramammary antibiotic. The other case 
occurred in a cow housed in the HC environment in the second half of the study and was 
CNS mastitis in one quarter. This was a mild case of clinical mastitis and was not treated 
and quarter SCC for that cow dropped below 200,000 cells/mL by the next sampling. 
These cows remained in the study but evaluation of whole-blood stimulations for 
cytokine expression was not performed. 
Somatic cell score Type 3 fixed effects are in Table 3.4. In the model considering 
SCS from all quarters, baseline SCS, DIM, ECM, parity, study day, housing type, and the 
interaction of housing type and date were significant predictors of quarter SCS. Somatic 
cell score across all quarters differed significantly by housing type (HC, 1.0 ± 0.7 vs. LC, 
1.2 ± 0.7; P < 0.01). In the model considering SCS from subclinically infected quarters, 
baseline SCS, housing type, date, and the interaction of housing type and date were not 
significant predictors of somatic cell score. In the model considering SCS from 
uninfected quarters, baseline SCS, DIM, ECM, parity, date, the interaction of housing 
type and date, the interaction of ECM and date, the interaction of ECM and parity, and 
the interaction of DIM and ECM were significant predictors of SCS in uninfected 
quarters. Housing type and date interactions for all quarter SCS and uninfected quarter 
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SCS are in Figure 3.4 a-b. Across all quarters, cows housed in the HC environment 
generally had lower SCS values. 
Figure 3.5a-b displays quarter-level new infection incidence and infected quarter 
prevalence across study days by housing type. The number of new infections observed 
was greater in the HC group than the LC group; however, the prevalence of infected 
quarters was greater in LC. Cows in the HC group in the first half of the study would 
become the LC cows for the second half. Prevalence was greater in this group for the first 
half of the study and this trend may have been compounded by the stress caused by the 
LC environment after moving to the new environment. In the second half of the study, a 
0% prevalence was observed for the HC group on all days but the last. This indicates 
comfort decreased subclinical infection prevalence throughout the study. 
Table 3.5 displays culture results for each housing type and period of the study. 
The most commonly cultured mastitis pathogen was CNS, specifically Staphylococcus 
chromogenes. Coagulase negative staphylococci are opportunistic pathogens, commonly 
causing mastitis in immunocompromised cows. 
3.3.4 Whole-Blood Ex-Vivo Stimulations 
 Type 3 fixed effects from cytokine models are in Table 3.6. Housing assignment 
significantly affected unstimulated blood samples for IL-8 but no other models had 
significant differences by housing type. Interleukin-8 plays a role in neutrophil 
recruitment and is secreted by macrophages and monocytes in early infection stages. 
Lower circulating amounts in dairy cattle housed in LC housing may indicate 
immunosuppression; however, it is difficult to make this conclusion because no other 
cytokines were significantly different by housing type.  
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Significant interactions of housing type and sequence are in Figure 3.6 a-b. In 
LPS-stimulated blood models, the interaction of housing type and sequence was 
significant in TNFα, IFNγ, IL-8, and IL-10 models. In unstimulated blood models, TNFα 
was the only cytokine with a significant housing type by sequence interaction effect.  
3.3.5 Blood Data 
 Type 3 fixed effects of CBC with differential counts and serum albumin measures 
are in Table 3.7. Baseline values were significant predictors of modeled parameters for 
packed cell volume, hemoglobin, total red blood cells, total white blood cells, segmented 
neutrophils, lymphocytes, and serum albumin. Housing type and sequence were not 
significant predictors of modeled variables, but the interaction of housing type and 
sequence was significant for hemoglobin and monocytes (Figure 3.7 a-b). Blood 
hemoglobin and monocytes were significantly greater for both groups in the first half of 
the study. The potential for greater effects of heat stress may have led to the increase in 
blood hemoglobin and blood monocytes during that time. 
The lack of differences in blood parameters by housing and the significant 
sequence by housing interactions may have been due to the limited sample numbers in 
this study. Short-term changes in measures may not have been encompassed in the 
models due to the sampling frequency. More frequent sampling may have provided 
greater insight into potential differences by housing environment and would have 
potentially accounted for daily variation. 
 Type 3 fixed effects of blood glucose and BHBA are in Table 3.8. Blood glucose 
and BHBA were measured to provide insight into metabolic status between the two 
housing environments. Baseline glucose and date were significant fixed effects in the 
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glucose model. Date, ECM, and the interaction of housing type and date were significant 
predictors of blood BHBA. The interaction of sequence and housing type significantly 
affected BHBA (Figure 3.8). Although the effect of housing was non-significant, BHBA 
concentrations were greater in cows housed in the LC environment at each sampling, 
except for the sampling occurring at Day 14. Differences were numerically small but 
could indicate a trend for dairy cattle under stress to produce more ketones than cows 
housed in comfortable environments. 
Measures like β-hydroxybutyrate and blood glucose are associated with dairy cow 
metabolic status (Drackley, 1999, Grummer, 2008, LeBlanc, 2010, Huzzey et al., 2011). 
The lack of significance for housing type effects indicates that metabolic status did not 
differ by housing type. 
3.3.6 General Discussion 
 Overall, few differences were seen in measured parameters. Few animals were 
used in this study and individual variation may have negated potential differences by 
housing type. Another explanation may be the sampling intervals for immunological 
measures. Day-to-day variation could have affected immunological measures and 
obscured potential differences by housing type, especially with only 3 samplings being 
undertaken at the beginning, middle, and end of the study. Weather conditions may also 
have played a role in the differences seen. In the first half of the study, the average THI 
index was greater than the second half in both housing types. The magnitude of heat 
stress may have overwhelmed the cooling methods implemented in HC housing and 
could have confounded results. 
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 Mid-to-late lactation, pregnant cows were selected for this study to minimize 
variation observed in the sample. Age, lactation, stage of lactation, pregnancy status, etc. 
are known to influence immunological responses to stress. Observing different 
populations, particularly animals in early lactation, may provide results with more real-
world application and meaning. The systemic response to stress was observed in the 
current study. Responses of localized tissues such as the liver and mammary tissue may 
provide better indicators of specific responses to chronic stress in the housing 
environment. 
3.4 Conclusions 
The objectives of this research were to: (1) identify the relationship between 
comfort or stress perceived by dairy cattle from their housing environment; (2) identify 
milk quality and production differences caused by stress in the housing environment; (3) 
determine blood cytokine concentrations and the ability of dairy cattle to mount an 
immune response in an immunological challenge while cattle are housed in either high 
comfort or high stress environments. Hair cortisol values differed significantly by 
housing group with cortisol concentrations being greater in the LC housing, indicating 
cows underwent ongoing comfort or stress conditions in the HC or LC housing 
environments, respectively. Cows in the HC environment produced significantly more 
energy-corrected milk than cows in the LC environment. The interaction of housing type 
and study day did affect milk SCS with cows housed in the LC having greater SCS. 
Prevalence of infection was also greater in LC housed cows than HC housed cows. 
Interleukin-8 differed significantly in blood samples not stimulated with LPS endotoxin 
but no other differences by housing type were observed across other blood parameters. 
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To better understand chronic stress in the housing environment and its effects on 
immunological measures, future studies should be conducted on-farms, in real-world 
scenarios. 
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Table 3.1. Descriptive statistics (mean ± SD) of Holstein dairy cattle before assignment 
to either a high then low comfort (HC to LC) or a low comfort then high comfort (LC to 
HC) housing environment in a crossover study comparing immune function. 
Variable HC to LC LC to HC 
Parity 1.4 ± 0.9 1.5 ± 1.1 
Days in milk at enrollment 280.1 ± 97.4 261.1 ± 96.6 
Expected days until next calving 167.7 ± 40.8 163.7 ± 35.3 
Days carried calf 113.3 ± 40.8 116.9 ± 36.0 
Average daily milk weight at enrollment 
(kg) 
34.2 ± 6.4 34.2 ± 6.4 
Energy corrected milk at last herd test 
date (kg) 
36.6 ± 7.4 37.0 ± 6.0 
Average lactation somatic cell score 1.6 ± 0.8 1.5 ± 1.2 
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Figure 3.1. Sampling timeline from a study testing the effects of a high comfort, low stress or low comfort, high stress 
environment on lactating Holstein dairy cattle. 
Pre-study sampling 
 
Baseline sampling day 
 
Period 1 sampling 
 
Period 2 sampling 
Day -7
• Potential cows selected
• Milk1
Day -3
• Milk
Day 0
(cows moved to housing)
• Full blood2
• Milk
Day 7
(adjustment period)
• Milk
Day 14
• Partial blood3
• Hair4
• Milk
Day 21
• Partial blood
• Hair
• Milk
Day 28
(cows crossed over)
• Full blood
• Hair
• Milk
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1All milk samples were analyzed for somatic cell count and cows with a single quarter ≥ 200,000 cells/mL were cultured to 
identify causative mastitis pathogens. 
2Full blood sampling tests included O111:B4 Escherichia coli lipopolysaccharide endotoxin-stimulated and unstimulated 
whole blood for cytokine quantification, a complete blood count with differential leukocyte counts, serum albumin, β-
hydroxybutyrate, and glucose. Full blood sampling occurred at the beginning, middle, and end of the study (marked in darker 
colors). 
3Partial blood sampling consisted of β-hydroxybutyrate and glucose tests. Partial blood tests occurred every 7 days, when full 
blood sampling did not occur. 
4Hair samples were collected from the final 8 cm of the distal end of each cow’s tail every 14 days. 
 
 
Day 35
(adjustment period)
• Milk
Day 42
• Partial blood
• Hair
• Milk
Day 49
• Partial blood
• Hair
• Milk
Day 56
• Full blood
• Hair
• Milk
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Figure 3.2 a-b. Housing environment weather condition descriptive statistics for high 
comfort, low stress housing (HC) and low comfort, high stress housing (LC). 
a.) 
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b.) 
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Figure 3.3. Least-squares means and standard errors generated from a mixed linear model 
comparing hair cortisol concentration between high comfort, low stress housing (HC) and low 
comfort, high stress housing (LC) in a crossover housing comparison study. Groups were housed 
in separate housing environments for 28 days and were then crossed-over to the opposite housing 
environment at the study midpoint. 
 
 
a-e Significant differences between housing types at individual days are shown with differing 
letters differing significantly (P < 0.05).
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Table 3.2. Type 3 fixed effects of hair cortisol concentrations in high comfort, low stress housing 
(HC) and low comfort, high stress housing (LC) in a crossover housing comparison study. 
Groups were housed in separate housing environments for 28 days and were then crossed-over to 
the opposite housing environment at the study midpoint. 
 
 
Effect 
Numerator 
DF 
Denominator 
DF 
F-Value  P-Value 
Housing Type 1 25 24.65  < 0.01 
Study Day 3 71 5.69  < 0.01 
Housing Type x Study Day 3 71 0.32  0.81 
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Table 3.3. Type 3 fixed effects generated from a mixed linear model comparing energy corrected 
milk (ECM) produced by cows housed in high comfort, low stress housing (HC) and low 
comfort, high stress housing (LC) environments in a crossover housing comparison study. 
Groups were housed in separate housing environments for 28 days and were then crossed-over to 
the opposite housing environment at the study midpoint. 
Fixed Effects 
Numerator 
DF 
Denominator 
DF 
F-Value P-Value 
Baseline ECM 1 23 307.61 < 0.01 
Housing Type 1 25 125.87 < 0.01 
DIM 1 665 66.28 < 0.01 
Parity 1 23 0.08 0.78 
Study Day 28 665 2.7 < 0.01 
Study Day x Housing Type  28 665 0.79 0.77 
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Table 3.4. Type 3 fixed effects generated from a mixed linear model comparing somatic cell score (SCS) across all quarters on all 
cows, subclinically infected quarters, and uninfected quarters in high comfort, low stress housing (HC) and low comfort, high stress 
housing (LC) environments in a crossover housing comparison study. Groups were housed in separate housing environments for 28 
days and were then crossed-over to the opposite housing environment at the study midpoint. 
Dependent Variable Effect Numerator 
DF 
Denominator 
DF 
F-Value P-Value 
All Quarter SCS Baseline 1 101 333.06 < 0.01 
Study Day 7 687 2.79 < 0.01 
DIM 1 687 0.01 0.91 
ECM 1 687 22.66 < 0.01 
Housing Type 1 103 11.49 < 0.01 
Parity 1 101 9.05 < 0.01 
Study Day x Housing Type 7 687 2.61 0.01 
Subclinically 
Infected Quarter 
SCS 
Baseline 1 10 2.70 0.13 
Study Day 7 13 1.21 0.36 
Housing Type 1 3 1.28 0.34 
Study Day x Housing Type 4 13 2.02 0.15 
Uninfected Quarter 
SCS 
Baseline 1 100 189.36 < 0.01 
DIM 1 647 26.10 < 0.01 
ECM 1 647 49.62 < 0.01 
Parity 1 100 12.39 < 0.01 
Housing Type 1 101 3.53 0.06 
Study Day 7 647 4.84 < 0.01 
Study Day x ECM 7 647 4.40 < 0.01 
Study Day x Housing Type   7 647 2.72 0.02 
DIM x ECM 1 647 29.59 < 0.01 
ECM x Parity 1 647 7.69 0.01 
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Figure 3.4 a-b. LSmeans and standard errors generated from a mixed linear model comparing somatic cell score (SCS) across a.) all 
quarters on all cows and b.) uninfected quarters in high comfort, low stress housing (HC) and low comfort, high stress housing (LC) in 
a crossover housing comparison study. Groups were housed in separate housing environments for 28 days and were then crossed-over 
to the opposite housing environment at the study midpoint. 
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b.) Uninfected Quarter SCS 
 
*Significantly different by housing type 
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Figure 3.5 a-b. a.) Incidence of newly infected quarters and b.) prevalence of infected 
quarters by study day in high comfort, low stress housing (HC) and low comfort, high 
stress housing (LC) in a crossover housing comparison study. Groups were housed in 
separate housing environments for 28 days and were then crossed-over to the opposite 
housing environment at the study midpoint. 
a.) Incidence of new infections by study day 
 
b.) Prevalence of infected quarters by study day 
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Table 3.5 Culture results of subclinical1 and clinical1 mastitis from cows housed in high comfort, low stress housing (HC) and low 
comfort, high stress housing (LC) in a crossover housing comparison study. Groups were housed in separate housing environments for 
28 days and were then crossed-over to the opposite housing environment at the study midpoint. 
Study 
Period 
Housing 
Type 
Isolated Bacteria Species from All Quarters 
Total No 
growth 
Escherichia 
coli 
CNS 
spp.3 
S. carnosus 
ssp. 
carnosus 
S. 
chromogenes 
S. 
schleiferi 
S. 
warneri 
S. 
xylosus 
Period 1 
HC 0 0 1 0 7 2 0 0 10 
LC 1 2 1 0 3 0 0 0 7 
Period 2 
HC 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
LC 0 0 0 3 10 1 2 3 19 
Total 1 2 2 3 21 3 2 3 37 
1Quarters greater than 200,000 cells/mL with a positive culture result were considered subclinically infected. Quarter counts greater 
than 200,000 cells/mL with a negative growth result were considered “no growth” cultures.  
2Two cases of clinical mastitis (1 CNS; 1 Escherichia coli) were observed. All other isolates were the result of subclinical mastitis. 
3Two isolates were unable to be identified at the species level. 
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Table 3.6. Type 3 fixed effects and LSMeans (± SE) of cytokine relative quantities 
measured using RT-PCR in Escherichia coli O111:B4 lipopolysaccharide endotoxin 
(LPS) stimulated whole blood or unstimulated whole-blood samples in separate mixed 
linear models. Whole-blood samples were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n 
= 20) housed in a high comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high 
stress (LC) environment.1 
Cytokine Sample Type Fixed Effect F-Value P-Value 
Housing Type Effect 
HC LC 
TNFα Stimulated Housing Type 0.1 0.75 2.3 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.2 
 
 
Sequence 0.1 0.78 
  
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 5.9 0.03  
 
 Unstimulated  Housing Type 0.0 0.91 0.0 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.1 
 
 
Sequence 1.5 0.24  
 
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 9.1 0.01  
 
IFNγ Stimulated  Housing Type 0.0 0.84 4.2 ± 0.2 4.1 ± 0.2 
 
 
Sequence 0.3 0.60  
 
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 15.9 < 0.01  
 
 Unstimulated Housing Type 4.4 0.05 0.7 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 
 
 
Sequence 0.0 0.93  
 
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 0.2 0.70  
 
IL-6 Stimulated Housing Type 0.6 0.43 3.9 ± 0.1 4.0 ± 0.1 
 
 
Sequence 0.3 0.59   
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 2.1 0.17  
 
 Unstimulated Housing Type 3.7 0.07 -0.7 ± 0.2 -1.2 ± 0.2 
 
 
Sequence 0.0 0.91   
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 1.1 0.31 
  
IL-8 Stimulated Housing Type 2.3 0.15 2.4 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 
 
 
Sequence 2.6 0.13  
 
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 58.6 < 0.01  
 
 Unstimulated Housing Type 18.2 < 0.01 -0.6 ± 0.1a -1.3 ± 0.1b 
 
 
Sequence 0.0 0.98   
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 0.8 0.38  
 
IL-10 Stimulated Housing Type 0.4 0.56 1.4 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1 
 
 
Sequence 0.0 0.98  
 
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 20.7 < 0.01  
 
 Unstimulated Housing Type 3.6 0.08 -0.3 ± 0.1 -0.5 ± 0.1 
 
 
Sequence 2.8 0.11  
 
 
 
Sequence x Housing Type 0.3 0.59  
 
1Numerator and denominator DF are not shown because they were all equivalent to 1 and 
18, respectively. 
a,bColumns displaying pairs of LSmeans with differing letters differed significantly (P < 
0.05) by housing type. 
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Figure 3.6 a-b. LSmeans (± SE) of housing type by sequence interactions of cytokine relative quantities measured using RT-PCR in 
Escherichia coli O111:B4 lipopolysaccharide endotoxin (LPS) stimulated whole blood or unstimulated whole-blood samples in 
separate mixed linear models. Values were logarithmically transformed. Whole-blood samples were collected from lactating Holstein 
dairy cows (n = 20) housed in a high comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) environment. 
a.) Significant Housing Type by Sequence Interactions for LPS Endotoxin-Stimulated Samples 
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b.) Significant Housing Type by Sequence Interactions for Unstimulated (Media) Samples 
 
a-cBars displaying differing letters within cytokine type are significant at P < 0.05. 
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Table 3.7. Type 3 fixed effects of blood measurements from mixed linear models. Whole-
blood samples were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 26) in a high 
comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) environment. 
Dependent 
Variable 
Fixed Effect 
Denominator 
DF1 
F-Value P-Value 
Packed Cell 
Volume 
Baseline2 17 35.3 < 0.01 
Housing Type 18 0.3 0.61 
Sequence 17 0.9 0.36 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 0.8 0.38 
Hemoglobin  Baseline 17 19.4 < 0.01 
Housing Type 18 0.2 0.65 
Sequence 17 0.5 0.47 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 6.8 0.02 
Total Red Blood 
Cells 
Baseline 17 8.2 0.01 
Housing Type 18 0.3 0.57 
Sequence 17 0.6 0.45 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 0.5 0.51 
Total White Blood 
Cells 
Baseline 17 51.9 < 0.01 
Housing Type 18 0.7 0.41 
Sequence 17 0.3 0.59 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 0.0 0.84 
Segmented 
Neutrophils 
Baseline 17 18.7 < 0.01 
Housing Type 18 0.1 0.75 
Sequence 17 0.8 0.40 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 2.4 0.14 
Band Neutrophils Baseline 17 0.1 0.77 
Housing Type 18 3.3 0.09 
Sequence 17 0.9 0.35 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 3.3 0.09 
Eosinophils Baseline 17 0.2 0.63 
Housing Type 18 0.4 0.56 
Sequence 17 0.8 0.39 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 2.1 0.16 
Monocytes Baseline 17 0.9 0.37 
Housing Type 18 0.1 0.81 
Sequence 17 0.0 0.91 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 27.6 < 0.01 
Lymphocytes Baseline 17 25.7 < 0.01 
Housing Type 18 0.0 0.96 
Sequence 17 1.7 0.21 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 0.0 1.00 
Serum Albumin Baseline 17 26.9 < 0.01 
Housing Type 18 0.4 0.53 
Sequence 17 0.2 0.70 
Housing Type x Sequence 18 0.0 0.90 
1Numerator DF are not shown because they were all equivalent to 1. 
2Baseline variables were generated from samples collected at study commencement (Day 
0).
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Figure 3.7 a-b. LSmeans (± SE) of housing type by sequence interactions of a) blood 
hemoglobin and b) blood monocytes from a mixed linear model. Whole-blood samples 
were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 20) housed in a high comfort, low 
stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) environment. 
a.) Blood Hemoglobin 
 
 
b.) Blood Monocytes 
 
a-bColumns displaying different letters are significant at P < 0.05. 
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Figure 3.8. LSmeans (± SE) of housing type by sequence interactions of β-
Hydroxybutyrate from a mixed linear model. Whole-blood samples were collected from 
lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 20) housed in a high comfort, low stress environment 
(HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) environment. 
 
a-bColumns displaying different letters are significant at P < 0.05. 
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Table 3.8. Type 3 fixed effects of blood glucose and β-hydroxybutyrate from mixed linear models. Whole-blood samples were 
collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 26) housed in a high comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high 
stress (LC) environment. 
Dependent 
Variable 
Fixed Effect 
Numerator 
DF 
Denominator 
DF 
F-Value P-Value 
Glucose Baseline1 1 137 20.7 < 0.01 
Housing Type 1 137 0.5 0.47 
Study Day 5 137 4.1 < 0.01 
ECM 1 137 1.9 0.17 
Study Day x Housing Type 5 137 1.5 0.10 
β-hydroxybutyrate Baseline 1 137 1.1 0.30 
Housing Type 1 137 0.1 0.75 
Study Day 5 137 4.2 < 0.01 
ECM 1 137 5.0 0.03 
Study Day x Housing Type 5 137 11.8 < 0.01 
1Baseline variables were generated from samples collected at study commencement (Day 0). 
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CHAPTER 4. COMFORT IN THE HOUSING ENVIRONMENT: EFFECTS ON 
LACTATING DAIRY CATTLE RETICULORUMEN TEMPERATURE, 
RUMINATION, FEEDING BEHAVIOR, ACTIVITY, LYING TIME, AND SLEEP-
LIKE BEHAVIORS 
4.1 Introduction 
 Stress in the housing environment can have deleterious effects on behavior and 
productivity of dairy cattle. Particularly where multiple sources of stress are encountered 
in the housing environment, health, welfare, and production of dairy cattle can be 
negatively affected (Moberg and Mench, 2000, Carroll and Forsberg, 2007). Stress can 
come from several sources, including psychological (e.g. pen movement, handling, etc.), 
physiological (e.g. parturition, lactation, etc.), or physical (e.g. lameness, injury, etc.) 
(Carroll and Forsberg, 2007).  
Alternatives to stall-based housing, such as pasture or bedded packs, may provide 
more open space and freedom of movement and lying (Fregonesi and Leaver, 2002, 
Endres and Barberg, 2007) and may decrease the amount of stress dairy cattle encounter 
in the housing environment. Open housing may enable cattle to move independently of 
one another and express natural behaviors, thereby decreasing psychological stress. In 
freestall settings, movement within barns is frequently inhibited by dominant cows 
(Miller and Wood-Gush, 1991). Submissive cows are displaced more frequently from 
freestalls, affecting cow movement (Miller and Wood-Gush, 1991). Fregonesi and Leaver 
(2001) showed cattle housed in open straw yards with free access to food and water 
increase lying time, ruminating time, and synchronization of herd lying behavior 
throughout the day versus a deep-bedded freestall system. 
Alteration of behavior associated with production parameters may also occur with 
increasing stress levels in the environment. Stress such as that caused by increasing 
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temperature, overstocking, or adding novel objects to the housing environment can 
decrease feeding and rumination behaviors (Moallem et al., 2010, Soriani et al., 2013), 
increase activity, and decrease lying time. Lying surfaces and the layout of the housing 
environment can also affect behaviors such as lying behavior (Haley et al., 2000, 
Fregonesi and Leaver, 2002, Fregonesi et al., 2009). Haley et al. (2000) showed dairy 
cattle spent more time lying when provided open housing versus tie-stalls (14.73 ± 0.91 
vs. 10.51 ± 1.03 h lying/day). 
Housing environment can also affect the physical health of dairy cattle, 
specifically foot and leg health. Flooring type influences lying and standing behavior of 
dairy cattle and softer flooring is preferred to concrete in housing systems (Fregonesi et 
al., 2004, Tucker et al., 2006, Cook and Nordlund, 2009). Similarly, cows housed with 
concrete flooring prefer standing on cushioned mattress over alleyways (Tucker et al., 
2003). In compost bedded pack barns, fewer places exist where cows stand on concrete. 
Coincidentally, cows housed in compost bedded pack barns have experienced better foot 
and leg health than cows housed in conventional housing (Lobeck et al., 2011). 
The objective of this study was to determine the effect of stress in the housing 
environment on dairy cow locomotion scores, precision dairy monitoring technology-
recorded data, and sleep-like behaviors. 
4.2 Materials and methods 
4.2.1 Cow Selection and Assignment 
Thirty confirmed pregnant, lactating Holstein dairy cattle were screened from the 
University of Kentucky Coldstream Dairy Research Facility based on lameness, SCC, 
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and quarter-level bacteriological culture status. Only pregnant cows greater than 90 days 
in milk (DIM), with no incidence of clinical mastitis in the last 60 days were included in 
this study. Cattle were evaluated for lameness using a 1 to 5 scale (1 = normal, 2 = mildly 
lame, 3 = moderately lame, 4 = lame, and 5 = severely lame; Sprecher, 1997)  . Cows 
scoring three or greater before study commencement were not included in the study. 
Aseptic quarter milk samples for culture and quarter-level somatic cell count (SCC) 
samples were collected from all quarters before study commencement. Cows with an 
SCC greater than 200,000 cells/mL, clinical mastitis, or bacteriologically positive for 
gram negative bacteria, Staphylococcus aureus, or, Streptococci in at least one quarter 
were not enrolled in the study and an alternate cow was selected. Eligible cattle were 
selected to obtain similar groups by parity (multiparous and primiparous), DIM, days 
carried calf, energy corrected milk production (ECM), and SCC. Cattle were then 
assigned to high comfort, low stress (HC) or low comfort, high stress (LC) environments 
from July 12 September 6, 2017. 
 The HC environment consisted of a compost bedded pack barn bedded with kiln-
dried sawdust. The pack was stirred twice daily using a rototiller and maintained at < 
60% moisture at all times. A bedded area of 12.1 m2 per cow was provided and ventilated 
with high-volume, low-speed fans. Feeding areas were equipped with rubber flooring and 
a series of 0.8 m diameter circular box fans and sprinklers were mounted above locking 
head gates. Locking head gates along the feedbunk were provided to allow 1.3 gates per 
cow.  
The LC environment consisted of a freestall barn bedded with 2.5 cm kiln-dried 
sawdust over a Dual-Chamber Cow Waterbed Mattress (Advanced Comfort Technology, 
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Reedsburg, WI) base. Stalls were groomed twice, daily, at milking time. Fans (1.2 m belt-
driven fans) were mounted above lying areas. Access to feed was provided in an 
unshaded feeding area equipped with locking head gates. Access to stalls and head gates 
was restricted to maintain a minimum 120% stocking density in proportion to cows, 
simulating overstocked conditions (Fregonesi et al., 2007a). 
Cattle were allotted a 14-d adjustment period in their assigned housing 
environments followed by an additional 14-d, considered the active treatment period. The 
active treatment period was the only period included in analysis. Following the 
completion of the first 28 d, cattle were crossed-over to the opposing housing 
environment and the process repeated. Alleyways in both environments were scraped 
twice daily and cows in both environments were provided ad libitum access to an 
identical TMR ration and water. Cows were milked twice each day at 0430 h and 1630 h, 
as per standard herd protocol. 
4.2.2 Technology Data 
Before study commencement, each cow was equipped with various technologies 
to quantify behaviors. A BellaAg Reticulorumen Bolus (BellaAg, Greeley, CO) was 
given to each cow to provide reticulorumen temperature throughout the study. An AfiAct 
II leg tag (Afimilk, Kibbutz Afikim, Israel) was attached to the lateral side of the right 
hind leg to provide step number and lying time. CowManager (Agis, Harmelen, 
Netherlands) ear tags were attached to the left ear of each cow and collected activity, 
rumination, and feeding behaviors. All technology data were summed into daily periods. 
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4.2.3 Quantifying Sleep-Like Behaviors 
 A secondary objective of this study was to determine potential differences in sleep 
behavior between the two housing systems. After the 14-day adjustment period in HC 
and LC environments, two complete 24 h sequences (0000 to 1159) were chosen at 
random from the remaining 14 days and sleep-like behaviors were quantified. A 6-cow 
sub-sample of each sequence group (HC to LC or LC to HC) was chosen at random and 
observed using recorded video. This process was repeated on these same cows after 
crossing over to the opposite housing type. Methods similar to Klefot et al. (2016) and 
Haley et al. (2000) were used to measure sleep from video recorded through each 24 h 
period. Every 10 min, a scan sample was conducted on the same chosen 12 cows and 
standing and lying position as well as head position was recorded. Possible cow positions 
were standing, sternally recumbent with head raised, sternally recumbent with head down 
or resting on flank, and lying in full lateral recumbency. When cows were lying with their 
head down, lying with their head resting on their flank, or lying in full lateral 
recumbency, cows were considered to have entered a sleep-like state. All other behaviors 
were considered waking behaviors. The percentage of observations where cows were 
observed sleeping for each day and cow was calculated and used in statistical models. 
Times that cows were out for milking or penned away from resting areas were not 
included. 
4.2.4 Statistical Analysis 
Statistical analyses were performed using SAS version 9.3 (Cary, NC). For 
locomotion scores and sleep data, study day, housing type, and the interaction of study 
day and housing type were included in all models, regardless of significance. Baseline 
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variables were included in models for locomotion scores and all behavioral data. For 
behavioral data, a 3-d average was calculated for each cow and this served as the baseline 
variable across analyses. Locomotion scores recorded the day before study 
commencement were treated as baseline variables for each cow. In behavioral models, 
the study day, DIM, ECM, housing type, parity, and the interactions of study day by 
housing type, DIM by ECM, and ECM by housing type were included in all models. The 
study day by housing type interaction was forced in all models but other two-way 
interactions were removed based on significance (P < 0.05) using stepwise-backward 
elimination. Main effects were retained regardless of significance. Cow was treated as a 
repeated subject and an autoregressive covariance structure was used in mixed models. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
Following study completion, four cows were removed from the analysis due to 
reasons unrelated to the study. The first cow calved during the study due to an incorrectly 
recorded breeding date. The second cow was diagnosed at first sampling with Klebsiella 
pneumoniae and this isolate persisted throughout the study period. The third cow was 
rendered lame after an injury caused by falling. The fourth cow’s milk production 
stopped after the first week of the study and did not return thereafter. Weather, 
demographic information, and milk production analyses can be found in Chapter 3 of this 
text. 
4.3.1 Locomotion Scores 
Type 3 fixed effects for locomotion scores are in Table 4.1. Housing type and 
study day significantly (P < 0.01) affected locomotion score and no effects were observed 
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for the two-way interaction. Cows housed in the HC environment had a locomotion score 
of (LSmean ± SE) of 1.9 ± 0.07 and cows housed in LC had a locomotion score of 2.2 ± 
0.07. 
Locomotion scores were significantly greater in the LC housing; however, on a 1 
to 5 scale, scores less than three are not considered lame. Hairy heel warts have been 
observed in the university herd. Cows used in this study had history of heel warts but this 
was not considered or observed throughout the study. Perhaps over a longer period, more 
disparity in the locomotion scores between the groups would have occurred. In a study 
comparing lameness in compost and freestalls, Burgstaller et al. (2016) found more 
White Line Disease (20.4% vs. 46.6%, respectively), heel horn erosion (26.9% and 
59.9%, respectively), chronic laminitis (6.5% and 15.9%, respectively), and interdigital 
hyperplasia (0.2% and 3.1%, respectively). 
Weary and Taszkun (2000) found more hock lesions in cows housed on 
mattresses or sawdust compared to deep-bedded sand. A similar trend would have been 
expected in this study but hock scores were not recorded because swelling was not 
expected to be observed; most likely because the study period was not long enough. 
The same experienced observer scored all locomotion scores throughout the study 
period. One potential shortcoming of this is that observer bias could have affected the 
results but this was not considered in the results. 
4.3.2 Reticulorumen Temperature 
Type 3 fixed effects for reticulorumen temperature are in Table 4.2a. Baseline 
reticulorumen temperature, study day, DIM, ECM, and housing type were significant 
predictors of reticulorumen temperature. The interactions of study day by housing type 
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(Figure 4.2a) and DIM by ECM were also significant predictors of reticulorumen 
temperature. 
Though differences in reticulorumen temperatures were small, temperatures were 
greater in cows housed in the HC environment than the LC environment. This was 
contradictory to the expected results because heat abatement strategies were more 
stringent in the HC housing than the LC housing. Metabolic heat produced from rumen 
fermentation processes could explain this result. Rumination time decreases in cows 
under heat stress (Moallem et al., 2010, Soriani et al., 2013). Rumination declines 
decrease DMI and a corresponding reduction in milk production (Moallem et al., 2010). 
Dairy cattle with proper heat abatement maintain greater reticulorumen temperatures by 
maintaining the fermentation process. While the reticulorumen temperature may have 
been greater in HC housed cows, the actual core body temperature may have followed 
established trends more closely. Reticulorumen temperature is thought to be affected by 
metabolic heat in comparison to true core body temperature. Comfortable cows 
maintained DMI through heat stress periods. In the LC housing, the dairy cattle 
ruminated less in response to heat stress, decreasing the amount of sodium bicarbonate 
entering the rumen via swallowed saliva, which can lead to acidosis (Conte et al., 2018), 
further depressing milk production. Meal sizes may have been larger and spread out more 
in HC housed cows. Increased fermentation from more feed may have produced more 
heat as a byproduct, causing increased temperatures. Another explanation might be the 
compost bedded pack used in the HC environment. Compost bedding produces heat as a 
byproduct of the composting process 
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4.3.3 Step Number and Activity 
Type 3 fixed effects used in mixed linear models for step number are in Table 
4.2a.  Energy corrected milk, housing type, parity, and the interactions of ECM by 
housing type were significant predictors of step number. Cows housed in HC 
environments had (LSmean ± SE) 2643.2 ± 423.5 steps per day vs. 4381.7 ± 423.5 in the 
LC environment (P < 0.01). These findings indicate cows in the LC environment are 
more active.  
Type 3 fixed effects used in mixed linear models for activity are in Table 4.2b. 
Baseline activity, study day, DIM, ECM, and housing type were significant predictors of 
activity. The interactions of study day by housing type (Figure 4.2c), DIM by ECM, and 
ECM by housing type were also significant predictors of activity. Similar to step number, 
cows housed in HC environments were less active than cows housed in LC environments 
(HC = 179.7 ± 2.2, LC = 193.2 ± 2.1 min; P < 0.01). 
Lower ambient temperature and temperature humidity indices were observed in 
the HC environment (Chapter 3); however, body temperatures were generally greater. 
Cows in the LC environment may have stood more and been more active to dissipate heat 
compared to cows in the HC environment. Additionally, LC cows had fewer available 
lying surfaces due to overstocking, which would have forced lower social order cows to 
be more active and decrease time spent lying. Additionally, increased standing time 
would increase the potential for cows to shift weight between feet, further increasing step 
number. Dairy cattle also increase panting behavior to dissipate heat (West, 2003), which 
may erroneously increase activity measured by an ear-mounted technology (Pereira et al., 
2018). Cows in the HC environment were required to walk a greater distance (HC = 125 
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m to parlor vs. LC = 10 m) to and from the milking parlor. This was not accounted for in 
activity or step number calculations and would only serve to increase the difference 
between HC and LC environments.  
4.3.4 Lying Time 
Type 3 fixed effects used in mixed linear models for lying time are in Table 4.2a. 
Baseline lying time, study day, ECM, housing type, and parity were significant predictors 
of lying time. The interaction of study day by housing type (Figure 4.2b) was also a 
significant predictor of lying time. Lying time was greater in the HC environment than 
the LC environment (HC = 738.2 ± 8.5 min vs. LC = 606.8 ± 73.9 min; P < 0.01).  
The THI of each environment was not included in models because it was a 
confounding factor with study day, but it is possible that the significant influence of study 
day encompassed variation explainable by THI. Lying time is affected by THI, with cows 
standing more when heat stressed (Cook et al., 2007). With increased activity and step 
number in the LC environment, less time would be spent lying, which may partially 
explain this finding. Additionally, lying time is a frequently used measure of cow comfort 
on many farms and cows tend to lie on dry soft beds more often and for longer periods 
(Fregonesi et al., 2007b). Eckelkamp et al. (2014) observed cows spent more time lying 
in compost barns compared to freestall barns (13.1 ± 0.5 vs 9.6 ± 0.5 h/d; P < 0.01). 
Munksgaard and Simonsen (1996) showed cows lay more after lying deprivation. 
In study period 2, lying time was greater in LC to HC group beyond the lying time for the 
HC to LC group in period 1. This could implicate a lasting effect of housing on lying 
behavior. Lying time in cattle coming from a semi-deprived state induced by increased 
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stocking density may have exceeded that of animals coming from a non-deprived state 
that existed in the general herd (where cows were housed before study commencement). 
4.3.5 Rumination 
Type 3 fixed effects used in mixed linear models for rumination are in Table 4.2b. 
Baseline rumination, study day, DIM, ECM, housing type, and parity were significant 
predictors of rumination. The interactions of DIM by ECM and ECM by housing type 
were also significant predictors of rumination. Cows housed in HC environments 
ruminated more than cows housed in LC environments (HC = 577.0 ± 3.8, LC = 537.2 ± 
3.7 min; P < 0.01). Lying time and rumination are associated because cows frequently 
ruminate during lying bouts (Schirmann et al., 2012) and reductions in lying time for 
cows housed in the LC environment may have affected time spent ruminating. 
4.3.6 Feeding Behavior 
Type 3 fixed effects in mixed linear models for feeding behavior are in Table 
4.2b. Baseline feeding behavior, study day, DIM, ECM, housing type, and parity were 
significant predictors of feeding behavior. The interactions of DIM by ECM and ECM by 
housing type were also significant predictors of feeding behavior. Cows housed in HC 
environments spent more time performing feeding behaviors than cows housed in LC 
environments (HC = 122.7 ± 3.8, LC = 100.4 ± 1.9 min; P < 0.01).  
The layout of the housing environment may have affected feeding behavior, and 
(indirectly) rumination. The feedbunk used for the LC group was uncovered and exposed 
to the elements. Cows likely spent less time at the feedbunk to avoid increasing heat 
stress. This decrease in DMI would have also led to a decrease in rumination behaviors, 
due to changes in meal size and visits to the feedbunk. 
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4.3.7 Sleep-Like Behaviors 
Type 3 fixed effects used in mixed linear models for sleep-like behaviors are in 
Table 4.3. Study day, housing type, and the interaction of study day by housing type 
(Figure 4.3) were significant predictors of sleep-like behaviors. Cows housed in HC 
environments spent more time in a sleep-like state than cows housed in the LC 
environment (HC = 8.7 ± 0.8%, LC = 4.7 ± 0.8% min; P < 0.01). 
The observed increase in lying time and sleeping behaviors in the HC group 
indicates overall resting behaviors were greater in this group. Cows in the HC 
environment spent more time lying and less time standing than cows in the LC 
environment (Table 4.4). In a compost bedded pack barn observational study, Endres and 
Barberg (2007) observed that 84.6% of cows lying down assumed a head-up position. 
Most observations where cows were lying in the current study occurred while cows were 
in the head-up position (HC = 50.4 ± 1.73%, LC = 38.39 ± 1.73%; P < 0.01). In a study 
where dairy cows were housed in an open housing system (similar to that used in the 
current study), Haley et al. (2000) observed cows lying with their head up more 
frequently in open pens compared to tie-stalls (54.70 ± 3.28% vs. 37.37 ± 3.85%, 
respectively; P < 0.01). Similarly, they found cows lying with their head back against the 
body 5.31 ± 0.69% of the time in an open pen vs. 4.83 ± 0.90% in a tie-stall (P = 0.65). 
Similar results were observed in this study with 7.6 ± 0.73% vs. 4.83 ± 0.77% (P =0.02) 
of observations being where cows rested with their heads on the ground or flank in the 
HC vs. LC environment. These findings indicate that not only is lying time important in 
assessing comfort, but that lying position may also have an impact on comfort actualized 
by the dairy cow.  
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When sleeping behaviors (lying with head on ground or flank only) were 
considered alone, significant differences were seen in the housing type by study day 
interaction. Drowsing behaviors (eyes partially or fully closed) were not recorded in this 
study, but Ruckebusch (1972) observed cows spend 31.2% of a 24 h period in this state. 
The percentage of time cows were in a sleep-like state in the current study was lower than 
that observed by Ruckebusch (1972) (14.4% at the highest and 3.1% at the lowest); 
however the methods used to quantify sleep used in this study could not differentiate 
between different sleep states (drowsing or REM) sleep behaviors. 
Rumination also differed by housing type and day and rumination behaviors have 
been associated with drowsing behaviors (Ruckebusch, 1972). Cows spent less time 
lying, ruminating, and were more active in the LC environment during this study. All 
observed behaviors would have affected the proportion of the day available for sleep and 
may explain why the proportion of the day spent in a sleep-like state was greater in the 
HC environment. 
4.4 Conclusions 
Locomotion scores were greater in the LC housing environment, indicating the 
HC environment positively influenced foot and leg health. Activity and step number were 
greater in LC environments than HC environments. This finding would lead to more 
pressure and wear on the feet and legs of cows in the LC environment. 
The trend of increased activity and steps was also reflected in lying time, which 
was greater in the HC environment. Additionally, cows spent more time feeding, 
ruminating, and performing sleep-like behaviors in the HC environment. Behavioral 
findings of the current study indicate dairy cattle in the HC environment to have been 
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more comfortable and more likely to perform behaviors associated with greater wellbeing 
and production. Providing a high comfort environment for dairy cattle like the one used 
in this study, positively impacts locomotion scores and behaviors associated with cow 
comfort. 
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Figure 4.1. Sampling timeline from a study testing the effects of a high comfort, low stress or low comfort, high stress environment on 
lactating Holstein dairy cattle. 
 
Pre-study start day 
 
Period 1 sampling 
Period 2 sampling 
 
1Days shaded were not included in analysis.
Day -3 to -1
(daily baseline data for each 
cow established)
Day 0
(cows moved to housing 
assignments)
Day 7
(adjustment period)
Day 14
(behavioral 
measurement 
collection begins)
Day 21
Day 28
(cows crossed over on 
this day)
Day 35
(adjustment period)
Day 42
(end of 2nd
adjustment period)
Day 49
Day 56
(final day)
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Table 4.1. Type 3 fixed effects of visually recorded sleep-like behaviors from mixed 
linear models. Data were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 20) housed in 
a high comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) 
environment. 
Variable Numerator DF Denominator DF F-Value P 
Study Day 3 29 4.31 0.01 
Housing Type 1 11 13.94 < 0.01 
Study Day x Housing Type 3 29 5.31 < 0.01 
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Table 4.2. Type 3 fixed effects of locomotion scores from a mixed linear model 
comparing daily data were from mid-lactation, pregnant Holstein dairy cows (n = 20), 
housed in both a high comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress 
(LC) environment in a crossover controlled study.1 
Variable Numerator DF Denominator DF F-Value P 
Baseline Locomotion Score 1 24 95.13 < 0.01 
Study Day 7 167 3.26 < 0.01 
Housing Type 1 25 9.77 < 0.01 
Study Day x Housing Type 7 167 0.78 0.60 
1Locomotion was scored on a 1 to 5 scale, weekly on the day before sampling days. 
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Table 4.3 a-b. Type 3 fixed effects of technology-recorded behaviors from separate 
mixed linear models. Data were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 20) 
housed in a high comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) 
environment. 
a)  
Dependent 
Variables 
Independent 
Variables 
Numerato
r DF 
Denominato
r 
DF 
F-
Value 
P-
Value 
Reticulorumen
1 Temperature 
Baseline Body 
Temperature 
1 23 
173.5
1 
< 0.01 
 Study Day 28 621 12.15 < 0.01 
 DIM 1 621 24.44 < 0.01 
 ECM 1 621 60.92 < 0.01 
 Housing Type 1 25 9.75 < 0.01 
 Parity 1 23 0.68 0.42 
 Study Day x Housing 
Type 
28 621 2.52 < 0.01 
 DIM x ECM 1 621 40.32 < 0.01 
Step Number2 Baseline Step Number 1 23 2.23 0.15 
 Study Day 27 639 0.62 0.94 
 DIM 1 639 3.19 0.07 
 ECM 1 639 36.68 < 0.01 
 Housing Type 1 25 10.66 < 0.01 
 Parity 1 23 6.08 0.02 
 Study Day x Housing 
Type 
27 639 1.25 0.18 
 ECM x Housing Type 1 639 16.07 < 0.01 
Lying Time2 Baseline Lying Time 1 23 87.66 < 0.01 
 Study Day 28 664 5.31 < 0.01 
 DIM 1 664 2.83 0.09 
 ECM 1 664 30.72 < 0.01 
 Housing Type 1 25 
175.9
1 
< 0.01 
 Parity 1 23 6.35 0.02 
 Study Day x Housing 
Type 
28 664 3.30 < 0.01 
1Variable measured by the BellaAg Reticulorumen Bolus (BellaAg, Greeley, CO). 
2Variables measured by the AfiAct II leg tag (AfiMilk, Kibbutz Afikim, Israel).
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b) Type 3 fixed effects of technology-recorded behaviors from separate mixed linear 
models. Data were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 20) housed in a high 
comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) environment.1 
Dependent 
Variables1 
Independent 
Variables 
Numerator 
DF 
Denominator 
DF 
F-
Value 
P-
Value 
Activity Baseline Activity 1 21 205.97 < 0.01 
 Study Day 28 607 17.47 < 0.01 
 DIM 1 607 44.50 < 0.01 
 ECM 1 607 19.50 < 0.01 
 Housing Type 1 23 13.10 < 0.01 
 Parity 1 21 1.19 0.29 
 Study Day x Housing Type 28 607 5.46 < 0.01 
 DIM x ECM 1 607 29.90 < 0.01 
 ECM x Housing Type 1 607 6.55 0.01 
Rumination Baseline Rumination 1 21 325.09 < 0.01 
 Study Day 28 608 4.57 < 0.01 
 DIM 1 608 7.19 0.01 
 ECM 1 608 5.99 0.01 
 Housing Type 1 23 87.75 < 0.01 
 Parity 1 21 4.69 0.04 
 Study Day x Housing Type 28 608 1.39 0.09 
 DIM x ECM 1 608 6.25 0.01 
Feeding 
Behavior 
Baseline Feeding Behavior 1 21 1841.88 < 0.01 
 Study Day 28 607 3.20 < 0.01 
 DIM 1 607 63.48 < 0.01 
 ECM 1 607 80.85 < 0.01 
 Housing Type 1 23 9.02 0.01 
 Parity 1 21 63.45 < 0.01 
 Study Day x Housing Type 28 607 0.90 0.61 
 DIM x ECM 1 607 65.19 < 0.01 
 ECM x Housing Type 1 607 23.81 < 0.01 
1All variables were measured using the CowManager (Agis, Harmelen, Netherlands) ear 
tag. 
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Figure 4.2 a-c. LSmeans (±SE) of the interaction between study day and housing type on variables measured by various 
technologies1,2,3 from mixed linear models. Data were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 20) housed in a high comfort, 
low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) environment. 
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1Variable measured by the BellaAg Reticulorumen Bolus (BellaAg, Greeley, CO). 
2Variable measured by the AfiAct II leg tag (Afimilk, Kibbutz Afikim, Israel). 
3Variables measured using the CowManager ear tag (Agis, Harmelen, Netherlands). 
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Table 4.4. LSmeans (± SE) representing the percentage of daily observations represented 
by each behavior type from visually recorded sleep-like behaviors from mixed linear 
models. Data were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 12) housed in a high 
comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) environment. 
Behavior HC LC P- Value 
Lying with head up 50.4 ± 1.7 38.4 ± 1.7 < 0.01 
Lying with head on ground or flank 7.6 ± 0.7 4.8 ± 0.8 0.02 
Lying on side with legs extended1 1.7 ± 0.2 NE2  
Standing 40.9 ± 1.9 56.9 ± 1.9 < 0.01 
1No cows were observed in this position for the LC environment. 
2No observations were available for this group and it was not estimated. 
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Figure 4.3. LSmeans (±SE) of the effect of the interaction between study day and housing 
type on visually recorded sleep-like behaviors from mixed linear models. Percentages of 
daily observations where cows were considered in a sleep-like state were used as 
dependent variables. Data were collected from lactating Holstein dairy cows (n = 12) 
housed in a high comfort, low stress environment (HC) or a low comfort, high stress (LC) 
environment. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
The objectives of the preceding research were twofold: 1) to determine the 
potential for compost bedded pack barns to increase thermoduric bacteria in the housing 
environment; 2) to determine the potential of high comfort housing, or chronically 
stressful housing, to affect dairy cattle behavior and physiology.  
 This research indicated that compost bedded pack barns did not increase 
thermotolerant bacteria in milk; however, an increase was observed in teat swabs and 
bedding samples for comost bedded pack barns versus sand bedded freestalls. The 
adherence of bedding particles to teat skin may account for some of these findings and 
producers should focus on managing compost bedded pack barns, in addition to any type 
of housing environment, to keep cows as clean as possible. These findings further 
empahsizes the importance of teat prepartory procedures before milking. Additionally, 
strict cleansing protocols should be implemented to decrease the potential for biofilms to 
form on equipment.  
 Of the measured parameters for comparing comfort or stress, behavior was most 
affected by housing environment type. Feeding time, rumination, and lying time were all 
greater in the comfortable environment and activity was less than in the stressful 
environment. This behavior translated to greater amounts of milk produced. Few 
differences were observed in immunological parameters, but a difference in IL-8 
(CXCL8) were observed. Future research should focus on the effects of IL-8 in cows 
under chronic stress to determine if this cytokine is associated with greater health and 
production. Additional timepoints and samples should be gathered to gain a clearer 
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picture of immune status in response to chronic and common stressors in the housing 
environment of dairy cattle. 
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APPENDIX 
5.1 Supplemental Samples 
The following are additional findings of the study titled, “The effects of compost 
or sand bedding on milk, teat skin, and bedding thermoduric bacteria.” Duplicate bedding 
samples were taken alongside regular samples and were sent the the University of 
Wisconsin Madison for additional testing to determine the potential for hairy heel wart-
causing microorganisms to persist in bedding from sand freestalls or compost bedded 
pack barns. 
5.1.1 Treponeme Molecular Testing 
 All Treponeme laboratory methods were performed at the University of 
Wisconsin. Treponeme species detection and identification were performed using the 
methods described by Anklam et al. (2017). A DNA extraction was performed using a 
species loop-mediated isothermal amplification assay to detect Treponeme species 
presence. A species-specific real-time PCR assay for Treponoma pedis, Treponoma 
phagedenis, and Treponoma medium was used to differentiate between digital dermatitis-
causing Treponema. 
5.1.2 Bedding Treponeme Testing and Identification 
 Used bedding samples were tested first for Treponeme presence in bedding 
samples. In winter samples, three CBP herds and four SBF herds were positive for 
Treponeme species. In summer samples, one CBP herd and four SBF herds were positive 
for Treponeme species. Only one herd from the compost group and one herd from the 
sand group were positive in both winter and summer. 
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Of all herds positive for Treponeme species presence, none were positive for 
Treponoma pedis, Treponoma phagedenis, and Treponoma medium, indicating the 
common causative agents of digital dermatitis in dairy cattle were not present in either 
housing type. Future research should also collect samples from alleyways and walking 
surfaces, as well as perform lesion scoring to determine if differences in digital dermatitis 
exist between CBP and SBF herds.
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